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Editor's Foreword
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How should a free society respond when its cherished political rights

are used with intent to destroy the values which those rights are designed
to protect and, indeed, to destroy the very existence of the society? Can
democratic rights be fully maintained without disastrous vulnerability to

subversive attack? Must internal security be purchased at the price of

antidemocratic repression? If rights must be abridged to protect the un-
derlying values they serve, how is this to be accomplished? Such questions
point to a problem—a many-sided problem—as complex, crucial, and
poignant as any which confronts a democratic nation. For several years

the tension and puzzlement accompanying the problem of subversive
activities in the United States has mounted. To this day, however, no
widely accepted definition of our dilemma has evolved, and its implications
are only dimly comprehended. Meanwhile, anguish and bitterness con-
tinue. Efforts to come to grips with the problem through a mixture of

public and private programs have been piecemeal, only partially effective,

and fraught with dangers as great as those they would combat. Certainly
there is no grand strategy based on a precise estimate of the Communist
threat and a rational choice of protective devices.

Professor Cook writes, therefore, on a confused and controversial sub-
ject. Inevitably, his essay will be controversial, the more so because he is

advancing a thesis. This book is, then, an argument, and it will be argued
about. The author will not mind, for it is his intention to stimulate con-
structive discussion. He brings to this difficult task several appropriate
qualifications: first, the mature perspectives of years spent teaching and
researching European and American political theory from Plato onward;
second, a scholarly interest in the conflict of totalitarian and democratic
philosophies; and third, convictions which arise from his current major
work, namely, an attempt to develop a democratic theory based on more
accurate assumptions concerning human behavior and more suitably

adapted to contemporary social conditions. No one can read this book
without being impressed by the sincere conviction and restrained yet
clear sentiment which mark Professor Cook's writing. Nor can one ignore
the obvious insights he has into some of the essences which comprise the
democratic philosophy of life. It is often said that the mid-twentieth
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century lacks the great political pamphleteering of bygone days, particu-

larly Lite eighteenth century America. This book has the flavor of that

unhappily lost .11 1.

Because the age is one of controversy and because the pages to follow

propose a particular strategy for handling Communist political activitv, it

seems very important that readers understand what the author's intentions

are before they judge his argument. The intermingling of complicated

legal, philosophical, and social issues 111 this problem may make the analy-

sis appear overly precise—as though the author were trying to straddle not

one fence but many. Nonetheless, it is one of the grim facts of American

life that there arc many issues involved here, some of them requiring of

democratic citizens a willingness and capacity to draw some very subtle

distinctions. A charge of hairsplitting is a familiar polemical tactic, and

it is also a snap judgment employed by those whose thinking runs only

to black-and-white patterns.

The impression of straddling may be reinforced because Professor Cook

is attempting to formulate a policy which might simultaneously relieve

the worries of two groups who do not now agree at all on the nature of the

evil or how to combat it. One group detests what it calls the soft and flabby

treatment of the Communist menace—the analysis may not go far enough

to suit them. Another group abhors the Communist but abhors more the

price which must be paid for his removal—to them the strategy may seem

unduly repressive. Yet the author evidently feels it is absolutely necessary

to remove the problem of internal security from suspension between the

apparently irreconcilable positions of those who advocate broad limitation

of rights to eliminate a menace which they exaggerate and of those who

insist upon a literal maintenance of all rights under all conditions in the

face of an underestimated threat. Admittedlv this oversimplifies the dimen-

sions of the conflict, but it suggests the two poles of thought whose opposi-

tion has given present approaches a largely negative tone.

Basically, Professor Cook proposes a positive strategy: to limit certain

political rights when they are employed to mount a conspiracy to over-

throw the government and other social institutions by force, thus making

possible a clear defense of those rights when all but conspiratorial acts are

at stake; to outlaw the Communist party, thus depriving it of the right to

claim legitimacy—as a recognized political agency—for acts designed ulti-

mately to subvert all rights and the purposes for which the rights exist;

and to encourage citizen participation at the group level, to thwart Com-

munist tactics and control.

It would be a great pity if readers dismissed this program—the force
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of Professor Cook's case is almost completely dissipated in this brief

statement—without careful consideration of the basis of his argument and

the beneficial effects he foresees. Indeed, the proposal to outlaw the Com-

munist party deserves more attention than it has so far received precisely

because it may be one practical method of relieving some of the anguish,

corruption, and confusion which have characterized efforts to control sub-

versive activities. In effect, the diagnosis is: continued paralysis and acute

pain; the prescription is: surgery that will remove the core of the trouble,

namely, the necessity of standing by helplessly while internal enemies

exploit political rights in order to destroy them. Under these conditions,

either dangerous acts must be tolerated because they are legitimate, or

legitimate acts must in fact be denied protection of the political code to

which on the face of it they are entitled.

After clearly demonstrating the relevancy of this whole problem to a

sound foreign policy and to the international situation generally, the author

goes on to insist that the maintenance of rights and the capacity of the

society to take action against subversion without creating a climate preju-

dicial to rights depend on a systematic redefinition of rights in the light

of prevailing social and political conditions. Even more fundamental is the

need for common agreement on the democratic purposes and a realistic

application of rights to the preservation of those purposes. The postulates

of the democratic way of life, Professor Cook argues, require that force

be eliminated as a political technique. Any right to advocate forceful

overthrow of established institutions would strike at the very foundations

of a free society. The right to armed revolt exists only when no other

alternative methods of persuading citizens to become a governing majority

exist—certainly not the case with present-day Communists in the United

States. Given the nature of contemporary society and the nature of the

Communist conspiracy, "present danger" and the Holmesian interpreta-

tion of it need reexamination.

The advantages of outlawing the Communist party which are set forth

in Chapters Ten, Eleven and Twelve are worthy of special note. Only a

few need to be mentioned here. First, when membership in the Communist

party becomes illegal, charges against particular persons will have to be

proved in a court of law, thus eliminating the basis for many Congressional

investigations and rump courts of various kinds. Second, much of the

energy now frittered away in frustration over the barriers to uncovering

alleged Communists can be turned to more constructive channels, leav-

ing the police function to appropriate agencies. Third, the clarification of

rights and the open insistence of the nation on its capacity to protect itself
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will result in strengthening the ideological component of foreign policy,

because the moral basis <>t America's disapproval of the Soviet regime will

be made clear and because the charge that America compromises its prin-

ciples because of fear will have no foundation.

In sum, the readers of this valuable essay owe it to themselves to weigh

its thesis, to probe the bases of the thesis, and to consider the possible

advantage of the program advocated, whether this results in total or partial

agreement or disagreement.

Richard C. SmYDB
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The viewpoint expressed in the following pages first achieved clear form, in

my mind and manuscript, when, in the summer of 1952, I was enjoying the

generous hospitality and restful home of my brother- and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolf S. Dane, in Greensboro, North Carolina. It was a by-product of a

joint endeavor by myself and my good friend and colleague, Malcolm Moos, to

develop theoretical foundations for American foreign policy; and, because such

policy must grow from domestic roots, it is still in my view a fundamental basis

of such policy. At an early stage the manuscript was read by Dr. Carl B. Swisher,

who had many years ago first revealed to me the mysteries of this American
Commonwealth. From Dr. David Smith, now of Swarthmore College, peer

though sometime pupil, who in the service of democracy has dug deep in the

very- sources and roots of Communist ideology, I have happily received a

scholarly nihil obstat—which in no way commits him to my argument. For their

suggestions and sympathy, specific and general, I render thanks.

Then, at the APSA convention in 1953, my very old friend Benjamin Lip-

pincott and I discovered, to our slight astonishment and great delight, that along

different paths we were both working to a common purpose, which seemed to

us both urgent and hitherto inadequately stated. Accordingly, I was able to profit

from the detailed criticism, not less than the encouragement, of one who, though
he is not convinced of the serviceability to our shared end of my proposed out-

lawry of the Communist party, is nevertheless like-minded on the fundamental

issue, endorses many of my arguments, and has steeled me not to fear the ac-

cusation of illiberalism.

Beyond these, I owe yet deeper debts to the late Harold
J.

Laski and to Robert
Maclver, though the latter may find this mental progeny unexpected, as the

former would doubtless have found it unwanted and illegitimate. Nevertheless,

these brief pages derive from the former's insistence that agreement on funda-

mentals is basic to the stability of democracy, and from the latter's suggestive

emendation of Rousseau's central doctrine as an underlying general will.

To Mrs. Edna Fulton, our departmental secretary, I offer profound thanks

for skill in deciphering a near-Gothic script made more difficult by personal

idiosyncrasies and endless insertions, for numerous retypings, and for final copy
elegantly clean, though done at sprinter's pace.

To Professor Richard Snyder I proffer gratitude for conceiving and instituting

a series which to me as author promptly filled a new-felt need, for his generously

speedy action in welcoming my essay to that series, and for his seeking and en-

suring immediate publication.

To my wife, Katherine Dane Cook, I render homage for, inter alia, impa-

tiently patient endurance of my mental and moral agonizings, as the argument
hereinafter propounded possessed and convinced me and the knots were untied

—and for urgent goadings to get delivered of this very small mouse.

Thomas I. Cook
Department of Political Science

The Johns Hopkins University
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chapter one

The Attack on Domestic Institutions and Values
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For several years, a central concern of our domestic politics has been the

possible dangers to our national well-being and safety from the activities

of those attached by membership or sympathy to the Communist party.

These, dangers, real and alleged, are both numerous and varied. Com-

munists in high places in governmentjare said to have influenced, in the

recent past, policy formation and execution. At key points in administra-

tion they have had access, as some may still have access, to secret informa-

tion valuable to the Soviet Union; and in some cases they have betrayed

their trust. (Communists as leaders in labor unionsjhave in the past in-

fluenced the membership to undertake measures disruptive of production

and harmful to national defense, and Communist-dominated unions have

worked toward the disorganization and discrediting of the whole labor

movement^ Communist sympathizers in educatiommay turn the minds of

the young against our institutions, while using the prestige of membership

in a supposedly disinterested profession to render respectable a movement

that plots treason, and to whitewash a regime inimical to all those values

for which their xalling traditionally stands. In the churches,! clerics who

are Communists pr fellow-travelers may seek, under the guise of" Christian

charity, to induce sympathy and respect for a totalitarian regime overtly

hostile to religion. Communist propagandists employed by mass media of

communication which form or forcefully shape our attitude towards public

affairsjand the institutions of our society may misinform readers under

pretense of giving factual information, or may subtly denigrate and dimin-

ish confidence in the American Way of Life. Speakers and writers biased

in favor of the Soviet regime and the Communist experiment may pervert

and sabotage information programs intended to present our cause and

culture abroad. American citizens apparently loyal to the Soviet enter-

prise rather than to their own country may, as civil servants of United

Nations, harm the interests of the West in general and diminish the
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effectiveness of our own attempted leadership. Finally, avowed Com-

munist leaders have devoted their time and energies to the systematic

training of political revolutionaries and saboteurs and to the getting of

recruits for the service of subversion. The extent of such threats, as well as

of damage already done, has not hitherto been accurately measured, and is

perhaps beyond measurement. Rarely, indeed, has the existing danger

been calmly and carefully assessed, and some, though not all, of the evils

complained of may be of rather modest proportions as far as numbers in-

volved and effective impact arc concerned. Nor do the motives of all those

who constantly alert and alarm us as to the dangers and dimensions of the

Communist threat appear purely altruistic and public-spirited.

In any event, the net result of concern for our safety from subversion

seems to be an exaggerated fear of the local Communist danger on the

one hand and extreme worry about the continued endurance of traditional

freedom on the other. The result, unfortunately, is not unity in a common
cause, which embraces both adequate measures against real encinies^and

effective steps to maintain the liberty and protect the reputations of per-

sons who, while loyal to our institutions, dissent from the prevalent dogmas

or criticize current policy judgments. Rather, we tend to extremisms on

both sides and to a dividedness from which our enemies, internal and

external, alone may profit.

The responsibility for this situation no doubt rests largely on those

crusaders for our purification who exaggerate the dangers, indulge in reck-

less accusations and in trial by propaganda, and make political capital out

of the fears they induce and the disrespect for distinguished leaders they

seek to create by their accusations. Nor can those be held entirely guiltless

who, aware of the dangers yet nominally deploring such tactics, give overt

or tacit endorsement to the latter for partisan advantage or from short-

sighted callousness defended in the name of public safety.

Nevertheless, the liberal opposition to such persons and behaviors,

however correct its basic moral principles, is also not to be absolved of all

fault, even though the fault consists in the main in doctrinaire inference

from principles and an intransigent lack of creative imagination in applying

them. For, though they have proved sometimes even over-adaptable in the

realm of political economy, where they have rejected laissez-faire almost

completely and accepted the social welfare state uncritically, a large group

of liberals are dogmatic disciples of John Stuart Mill in their concepts of

liberty, but without his mature insights. Aware of the nonrational element

in man, and properly hostile to irrationalist politics, of the possibility of

whose triumph they are perhaps unwarrantedly afraid, they yet cling stub-
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bornly to the rationalist principle that, given complete freedom of ex-

pression and of political organization, truth will indeed win out in the

competition of the market place. Nevertheless, their over-all attitude im-

plies doubts, and their doctrine seems in the event to mean that freedom

must be unconstrained regardless of consequences. We must, they say,

collectively confront possible martyrdom, though some might not bear

it heroically and few would relish its futile suffering. For any concession,

any limitation of liberty in a search for security from subversion, of neces-

sity itself leads straight to totalitarianism, whereunder humanity is surely

martyred.

It is the error in these liberal concepts that at present needs the greater

emphasis. For, though they be in general consequent on, and a response to,

what is too invidiously called McCarthyism, by their impact they increase,

rather than combat, the reach and appeal of that erroneous technique.

Moreover, McCarthyism has received its meed of attention and denuncia-

tion; while the most promising method of undermining its effectiveness

is to remove the apparent warrant for it, which consists first in a certain

blind unrealism on the part of many liberals, and second in their failure

to propose and promote measures which give public reassurance that

genuine threats can be eliminated without the need for McCarthyism, and

without the real ills which accompany it. In short, it is the duty of the

liberal, concerned to conserve our free heritage, to devise convincing means

to that end, and to persuade his fellows that he is not naive and does not

ask them to confront avoidable danger at the hands of the common Com-

munist enemy.

His over-all error, which stands in the way of that consummation, is

an intellectual absolutism as real, if not as sinister, as those of both

heresy-hunters and heretics. For, nominally the friend of the Open

Society, he in fact proclaims an absolute freedom divorced from function.

Professedly pragmatic, he is unconcerned with consequences. Supposedly

modern, he does not see that a liberal and constitutional society also rests

on assumptions, which constitute a frame of reference, the metes and

bounds of our questing enterprise. Specifically, he is unaware, and has

hitherto persuaded many of his fellows to remain ignorant, that the

method of freedom implies a commitment, by those who use it, to its

lasting maintenance. As a consequence, he and they, loudly asserting that

Communism is destructive of freedom and of that dignity of person that

is at the root of morality, proclaim it as virtue that the Communist party

is in most states in this country still a legal party; while he, at least, with

superior consistency but inferior common sense, tends also to condemn
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the Smith Act. Secondly, with a sublime unawarcness of the role of time

in planning, though himself often a friend of other planners and plans,

the liberal harps, without properly understanding it, on the "clear and

present danger" doctrine, as though he lived in a simpler world where

riot or other visible disorder were alone to be feared. He fails to sec that

the plotting and execution of public evil is today a long-term and con-

tinuous affair, and that speech and other communication are inherent

elements in sustained designs for treason far more deeply harmful than

any disturbances of the peace whose possibilities disturbed a happier and

more peaceful age.
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The External Context of the Internal

Security Problem
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This whole domestic problem is, manifestly, a product of the present

bipolar conflict between the West, with the United States in the van, and

the East, the Soviet Union and its satellites. That conflict, on any but

the most naively optimistic view, is bound to be a lasting one, especially if

we strive to avoid both the facile but devastating solution of deliberately

sought war and the specious but morally destructive gains of peace by ap-

peasement. For it is a conflict, not between two ambitious powers, but

between two views of the nature of man and of the methods appropriate

to his well-being as a social animal. For that very reason, the proper

tackling and solution of the immediate domestic problem are vital to the

effective principled conduct of our foreign policy and to our hopes of

success, first in leadership of the Western world, and then in the ultimate

organization of a world order that shall embody in its institutions the

lasting insights of our Graeco-Roman and Judaeo-Christian heritages.

In the present-day world, where politics is characterized by ideological

conflict and appeals, effective appeal to others rests in the long run on a

sincere holding and offering of values held right because rationally felt.

What is offered to them must be acceptable as being in their real and

enlightened interest. Our foreign policy has therefore to be built outwards

from the basic principles which inform our society and are embodied in

the conduct and striven after as the objectives of our domestic policy.

The point of departure for an effective American foreign policy, designed

to assure lasting American leadership in the world, must consequently be

the aspirations, institutions, and practices which collectively constitute the

American Way of Life. That Way has grown out of our own history. But

it is rooted in a longer and broader heritage. It constitutes the proximate

embodiment and attempted realization of a universalistic ethic. It is con-

ceived in reason. Likewise, it is fraught with promise for tragically finite

5
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man through its encouragement of conscious, and its emphasis on con-

scientious, use of his released energies. Its politics is democratic. It is

committed to seeking an economy of abundance. It encourages both group

self-help and devoted promotion of public causes. It furthers the pursuit

of a hec classless society, which it already to a large degree embodies. Its

essential mark is a diversity of freely functioning institutions. Its final

purpose is the fulfillment of free persons.

The assurance of freedom and of welfare at home and our clear com-

mitment to the preservation of the one and the pursuit of the other arc

the fundamental grounds of success abroad. It is therefore necessary to

strengthen the theory and practice of the nation as a free society rather

than as a statist order. Decentralizing federalism is the form of political

and governmental organization appropriate to such a society. Institutional

pluralism is its larger social expression. The latter permits men's widespread

participation in affairs both practical and cultural. It provides the necessary

instruments for making such participation effective. The varied activities

of various groups constitute a check on the political order, on governments.

Consequently, there is insurance against statism. Aided and supported by

governments, such groups likewise constitute a corrective for abuses within

the economic order. Finally, through the neighborhood, the community,

and voluntary associations, they provide positive means for the expression

of personality and the fulfillment of sociality.

When existing in a healthy and flourishing state, such an order of life

combats that sense of lostness which arises from megalopolis and from the

impersonality of big and bureaucratic national government. The federal

government, because it is necessarily and properly external and objective,

as all government must be, can prove particularly humiliating and can re-

duce the individual to an insignificant cipher. Lostness, moreover, is in our

day much increased by very awareness of international insecurity, to which

it itself further contributes. Insecure men seek for identification with vast

power aggregations, where belonging offers a combination of prestige

and safety as substitutes for creative participation and the warmth of in-

timacy. But that substitution leads precisely toward the all-embracing

integral nation, whose national interest is external power and whose favored

instrument becomes, soon or late, force. In crisis, it leads to the temptation

to follow charismatic leaders, men with a profound emotional appeal

not grounded in reason. It results in the slow but sure suicide of democracy

by perversion and malnutrition. Such developments may be encouraged

and furthered through the appeal of a false concept of national interest.

If successful, they would destroy our present opportunity to realize more
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fully than ever before in the world the lasting values of the Western tradi-

tion. They would diminish our enduring strength as a leader in the world

by undermining our moral appeal to its peoples.

To make that appeal effective it is necessary for us to reveal our creative

consensus that government is to be used, and controlled, as one among many

cooperating social instrumentalities in the service of our society. We must

likewise remain vitally aware that collective welfare can be achieved only

through the well-being of persons. To that end, we must safeguard the

rights of individuals and groups, and where necessary and possible must ex-

tend their reach. But we must also define their limiting social conditions to

fit the needs and the patterns of organization and action in the present-day

world. For that purpose, we must reconsider and reinterpret the content of

rights through a recurrence to their moral principle. We must abandon the

idea that specific provisions for their protection, once a relevant application

of such principle, necessarily remain so under changed conditions. Such

reconsideration will permit us to reestablish both the reach and the

limitation of rights needful to a modern democratic society. We can

thereby overcome the extremisms of illiberal intolerance and of doctrinaire

liberalism which mark current debate on the domestic Communist issue.

In the process, we can at once gain strength internally by re-uniting those

who are liberal democrats eager to conserve and further our values, avoid

the appearance of timorous intolerance before our sympathetic allies

abroad, and state with greater clarity and effectiveness the real issues of

principle between constitutional democracy and totalitarian Communism.
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Our fundamental commitment as a people is to the definition of our

nation as a social, rather than a narrowly political, order. Through the

course of our history, we have had little sympathy with the all-embracing

and all-inclusive nation-state, to which the individual was sacrificed and

on whose behalf he was obligated cheerfully to accept such sacrifice without

concern for whether its order strove to serve his ends or promote his well-

being.

The security of our nation, the middle-class classless society marked

by great freedom for groups as for persons, today requires a vigilant watch

for enemies within whose intent is subversion by force and sabotage. A
proper provision of laws without loopholes, and their enforcement without

let or hindrance where persons or groups commit or genuinely conspire

against the national security, is absolutely necessary. Moscow itself en-

courages and promotes subversive activities by persons legally American

citizens, as well as by others, either by enticing them down the slowly

subtle path which leads from the naivetes of sympathy into an irreversible

commitment, or through actual buying of disloyalty through bribes. Use

of such techniques by Russia is indirect testimony to the essential sound-

ness of American institutions and the actual superiority of our own moral

and political case—and proof that Moscow realizes only too well the

strength of our nation and our moral position. It is, by that very token, a

warrant, were any needed, for stern law and law enforcement on our part.

Nevertheless, Moscow's policy also gives a powerful indirect support

for our undeviating insistence on the maintenance of individual rights, in

particular the rights of freedom of expression and assembly. For that policy

constitutes a realistic assessment of the probabilities of Communist increase

and possible victory in the United States by means of the above-board

methods of free discussion, open appeal, and rational persuasion, and

8
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through the normal channels of activity by a genuine political party. Only

we ourselves, by rendering the use of those methods difficult or impossible

to legitimate parties and honest critics, can give any real justification to

conspiratorial techniques. Only we can arouse widespread doubts as to the

correctness and wisdom of the anti-Communist case. Only we can create

a possible sympathy for that case by reason of a seeming uncertainty as

to our own. Only we can undermine our ethical appeal abroad by giving

plausibility to the Soviet contention that we are not a truly democratic

nation. We give support to Soviet propaganda against us when we do not

abide by our own professed principles even within our own borders. For to

others it seems indisputable that our institutions should be their own

safeguard against contrary persuasion, if they have any vitality and appeal

whatsoever.

The fact that any actual or probable departures from our professions will

still leave us with a vast range of freedom totally unknown in the Soviet

Union, though clear as crystal, is here not relevant. Our case, our convic-

tion, and our appeal are and must be positive. Through emphasis on our

own principles, and without concession or abandonment of our own

creative virtues, we must demonstrate that we are able effectively to combat

and defeat our opponents at all levels of thought and practice. We must

convince others that our way is maintained and followed with enthusiasm

and devotion at home, and that for them too it constitutes a real and a

better alternative path to what the Communists offer. Our failure to follow

our own line without reservation and our taking a small leaf from our

opponent's big book, however grudgingly and guiltily, at once robs us of

the value of a fighting faith and gives aid and comfort to our enemies.

The full maintenance of individual liberties at home is thus a basic

interest of the nation. It is likewise its international interest. Liberties

must indeed be properly defined and delimited so as to fulfill the moral

purpose they are designed to serve under the complex conditions which

prevail in present-day society. At the same time, attempts must be made to

extend the scope and reach of rights wherever their present definition does

not secure the values of human dignity and freedom they professedly em-

body. For such preservation and extensions are alike fundamental to the

very possibility of varied fulfillment for diverse persons that our institutions

and technology make available. Once political, personal, and group rights

are improperly abridged in the name of security and of the dangers of

freedom, certain ills normally follow. Effective use of leisure according to

taste, men's peaceful co-existence in the realm of ends, and a coherent but

democratic enabling order for the functional provisioning of society are
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alike threatened. The corruption may be slow, but its course is sure. For

persecution due to fears and insecurities and the search for enforced

orthodoxy know no limit. The consensus so vital to a democratic order is

destroyed at its very roots. The worst enemies and the most ardent friends

of that order arc lumped together and treated as equally suspect and

dangerous. From the consequent disunity and confusion only our enemies

gain. Our action provides them with free protective coloration, by raising

doubts as to their real enmity and rooted opposition to our way of life.

They profit, indeed, from an almost unrecognized doctrine of innocence by

association.

Imposed orthodoxy through organized heresy-hunting and improper use

and extension of the doctrine of guilt by association may be temporarily

successful in blocking domestic subversion. But in their course they destroy

the very values, the richnesses and rewards, that are the essence of the

democratic way of life. In the long run they also destroy the power, by

destroying the moral appeal, of this nation. On these grounds, Senator

McCarthy's apologetic argument that unpleasant means are necessary to

fight a real threat must be rejected. It ought to be rejected even by those

who agree with him not only as to the reality, but as to the magnitude, of

that threat.

Nevertheless, too many liberals, though ardently upright and wise in

their defense of rights against ill-advised attacks, have lacked clarity of

purpose and a positive program. They have unintentionally promoted the

practice now known as McCarthyism. Others, rendered desperate by the

reality of the Communist threat and their inability to cope with it on their

own premises, have grudgingly endorsed, and thereby aggravated and

strengthened, his technique.

Good sense has indeed for long been emphatic that it is the first duty

of a democratic government, as of any other government, to govern. Due

and conscientious regard for the rights of the governed is, it is true, its

special claim to superiority. But such regard requires no abdication. The

consequences of liberal toleration, in the name of rights, of violent dis-

turbances of the public peace and of overt organization and appeals to

subvert the government were made clear in the course and evil fate of

Germany's Weimar Republic. It is today equally clear that subversive

activity is no less dangerous when covert. Recognizing this truth, many

American liberals have in recent years slowly and grudgingly acknowledged

that the mere accusation of disloyalty and subversion is not of itself violative

of their values. Indeed, they have become aware that procedure against per-

sons reasonably suspected of such activities is necessary for the maintenance
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of conditions of safety for those values. Slowly, too, they have been driven

to assert that government is entitled, and even obligated, to ensure the

reliability of those whom it employs. Prima-facie evidence that those who

seek or hold governmental office do not intend to perform their functions

in the public interest and service is ample warrant for refusing or terminat-

ing their employment.

Such acknowledgments, however, only make more acute the issue of

genuine protection for the rights of persons. Given bipolar tension and

Soviet techniques, it is necessary to alert loyal citizens to that watchfulness

which is an effective protection against danger. The problem then becomes

one of how to take action against subversion without creating a climate

prejudicial to rights. It is imperative to design laws which shall leave no

loopholes whereby enemies bent on the forceful destruction or subtle

sapping of our system may carry out their designs unhampered. Yet we

must not, in the name of law, give scope to those who would dam up

criticism, persecute dissent, or vent private grudges. We must ensure fair

trials of those accused of offenses. Through public assurance that we possess

adequate laws and alert law-enforcement agencies, we must seek to promote

public calm rather than a heated indignation against unpopular activity.

For popular alarm tends to create a presumption of guilt prior to proof

of offense against the public safety. Such presumption at once robs those

accused or indicted of due protection, and, because fear feeds on itself,

leads to suspicion of those who protest or help defend the accused. The

protection of rights is in practice thereby further diminished.

This headlong course, which could ultimately prove disastrous to our

dearest values, flows in part from a sense that existing procedural rights give

unfair advantage to our few public enemies. At best, those enemies gain

needless delays in decision of their cases, ensnarl the whole machinery of

justice, and obtain free advertising for their cause and for their indictments

of our society. We may indeed feel some pride in Judge Medina's patient

conduct of the trial of "The Eleven," but we are perturbed at the im-

plications of that long battle. Nevertheless, it becomes necessary, for the

very sake of calm and confidence, to prevent abuse of procedural protections

for purposes of delay, lest actual justice suffer. Yet we must preserve as

well the proper functioning of such protections for their intended purposes.

Similarly, we must realize that legislative investigations designed to call

attention to abuses in government and ills in the body politic, and to devise

appropriate remedies, are in the public interest. But it is necessary also to

protect persons against irresponsible accusations, against continued harass-

ing, and against destruction of reputation and of position without trial
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or proof of offense. Again, the desire to prove loyalty, to protect depart-

ments, and to insure against security weaknesses may lead over-eager

government executives to arbitrary action against other emplovccs on the

basis of rumor or of facts not truly relevant. Yet at the same time it is

their duty to seek out and remove those genuinely harmful to the national

interest and safety.
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New Conditions and the Need to Redefine Rights
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The issue of how to protect individual rights yet prevent subversive

activities is a special illustration, unusual only in its forceful immediacy,

of a more general problem of our time. Rights as constitutional protections

were originally formulated at a time when experience with arbitrary govern-

ment not based on consent had made insurance against abuses of power

and emancipation from imposed conformity in thought and belief the

central issues of liberty. The whole question was how to protect men

as honest citizens against abusive treatment by government. It was necessary

to diminish the range and powers of government so that the individual

might develop and express himself unhampered. The rule of law, as equal

protection of the laws, meant that government must be limited in its scope

and methods of action. The individual had to be protected by procedural

rights devised on the assumption that rulers would inevitably abuse power

if they could. The weak and harmless individual needed a whole armory

of powerful weapons for his self-protection. He had to be put on a basis

of proximate equality with government so that he might resist persecution

and avoid ill-treatment.

In the early United States, primitive communications, limited knowl-

edge, and the simple conditions of a still dominantly agrarian society re-

enforced individualistic concepts of the diminished state and of un-

restrained substantive rights. They also permitted procedural rights to

function without harm to the society or to communities, even in a situation

where powerful and arbitrary government had ceased to be a major concern

or a real likelihood. Custom, memory, and historical tradition in due course

led to an identification of constitutional rights as formulated in the Bill of

Rights with the very substance and principle of rights..Occasional instances

of actual abuses of authority, or of attempts to ignore or deny these pro-

tections, were combined with the teaching that perpetual vigilance was the

price of liberty, to enthrone such rights as sacrosanct.

*3
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By the end of the nineteenth century, the growth of large-scale industry

and of the modern corporation, with the acquisition by some individuals

of huge wealth and of vast power over the lives of their fellows, led to

gradual modification of one substantive right, that of property. That right

could no longer be construed as absolute and a prohibition of governmental

interference. Men perceived that government, which for a long time had

ceased to be arbitrary and irresponsible absolutism, was now a useful in-

strument and a friend rather than an enemy. The emergence and growth of

positive government for public welfare followed. But, outside the area of

economic activities, Americans still asserted the absolute and inviolable

character of rights, for whose protection they often showed a renewed and

increased concern.

In consequence, the picture today is confused and difficult. On the one

hand, the general acceptance of government as necessary social instrument

has resulted in the abandonment of the view that the state is man's enemy.

Protection against its arbitrary ill-treatment of its citizens is no longer the

first requisite for the insurance of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Government itself is a protective and enabling means toward the enjoy-

ment of those goods. On the other hand, the increase in governmental

functions has created a vast bureaucracy with great powers. The ancient

dangers of abuse of power have therefore revived in new form. The motiva-

tion of public servants, in the main men of conscientious rectitude, is apt

to be a desire to do good and promote betterment. For the most part they

are not engaged in a deliberate search to protect and promote self-interested

privilege. They do not consciously take the view that those ruled are

properly subordinate and inferior subjects. Yet the public servants' very

integrity of purpose may induce a cavalier disregard for rights. In particular,

they may come to regard procedural rights as hindrances to socially de-

sirable objectives, which they could readily achieve if their jurisdiction were

unhampered by what they would undoubtedly consider "outworn pro-

cedural safeguards."

I Meanwhile, the complexities and impersonality of modern living, the

massing of men in cities, the development of mass media of communica-

tion, the massive and oligarchical character of pressure groups, and the

nature of modern mass politics conducted through, party organization

have all changed the setting for the protection of rights and for the preven-

tion of their abuseJDn the one side, we are confronted with the danger

that democracy may become ruthless majoritarian government, whether

it aids and abets tendencies towards bureaucratic abuse of power or not.

Mass excitement, willful or fearful, may in the search for immediate solu-
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tions and security ride roughshod over the claims of particular persons.

It will be supported by the argument that in periods of emergency it is

justifiable to sacrifice individual rights and to risk injustices, since the safety

of all the people is the highest law. The need may be regrettable, the con-

sequences unpleasant for the victims, but the good of the whole is the

overriding consideration. On the other hand, by reason of the tradition of

procedural rights, we are hesitant to take effective steps to prevent their use

as clever techniques by which public enemies, criminal or political, may

pursue their antisocial purposes at minimum risk or cost and with maximum
snarling of the public machinery whose present-day purpose is public pro-

tection. Protections for weak and persecuted persons against arbitrary pro-

cedures become means by which conspirators against the safety or welfare

of society may exploit rights, originally designed to ensure justice, for the

protection of their harmful enterprises. Limitations on techniques for col-

lecting evidence, technicalities governing what is admissible as evidence,

the guarantee against compulsory self-incrimination, and a host of similar

provisions originally intended to secure simple persons against the pressure

of disproportionate official power, today offer extraordinary opportunities

for unwarranted safety to the antisocial.

Slowly, indeed, legislatures and law enforcement agencies have worked

out piecemeal modifications in procedural rules and protections to meet

the contemporary situation. The courts have accepted and sanctioned some

of these, though they are properly concerned to prevent infringements of

citizens' rights for the mere convenience of officials. But even soundly

conceived modifications have had to overcome the resistance and opposition

of liberals fearful for the continued existence of the rights themselves. The

issue we confront is clear enough. It is necessary to maintain the principle

on which the ancient protections rested and to prevent misuse of modern

techniques of investigation and law enforcement. But it is equally and

obviously necessary to find a means to prevent the misuse by enemies of

society of civil safeguards in ways not warranted by their principle.
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In the sphere of political offenses, the issue of the proper limitation

of rights is complicated by the difficulties of defining the nature of freedom

of speech and the conditions surrounding its exercise. For today we are

aware of the range of irrationality. We know the force of reiteration,

especially when it is used to mesmerize by primitive and rhythmic incanta-

tion. We are aware that speech may be employed to dominate, to excite,

and to organize with a view to action and to power. We feci that sanctions

against incitement to direct action, such as the prohibition against shouting

"Fire!" in a crowded theatre, do not cover all the cases, or even the most

important cases, where speech is not used primarily for creating conviction

and promoting conversion by persuasion, but has as its object disturbance

of the peace, and destructive disruption of the order, of society. In

particular, we are aware that groups, whether Communists today or

Nazis yesterday, who lack all respect for fact and deny the very possibility

that truth can be attained by logical analysis applied to evidence, may

use rights premised on the possibility of such attainment to destroy the

very conditions under which truth may be sought. They believe that they

possess truth: it needs only to be imposed on others through their own

forceful triumph. They do not require majority support to achieve their

purpose, and they do not intend to seek or await it. Under such circum-

stances, the old argument for toleration of the intolerant loses a good deal

of its weight.

Unfortunately, avowed defenders of freedom against threats to our

safety may likewise use the techniques of reiteration to the destruction of

free expression. They may inculcate the habit of fear to dissent. They may

impose distorted criteria of loyalty which rob us of the very richness of a

free society. Moreover, their prestige and position may provide them with a

large receptive audience and with power to achieve their purpose. Never-

16
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theless, they avowedly accept the method of freedom. Unlike those they

attack, they may therefore be combated by fearless use of that method.

To fight them necessitates no redefinition and abridgment of the right of

free expression itself.

The problem becomes how, at one and the same time, to ensure effective

government and to stand by and on those moral principles embodied in

guarantees of rights. Government must be able to protect both itself and

our whole pattern of institutions. Nevertheless, freedom secured by consti-

tutional rights is the basic meaning and achievement of the social nation.

Hitherto, we have not attempted to discover the content of rights suited to

our day. Today, we must maintain and apply lasting principle by abandon-

ing or changing past content which is inconvenient or harmful. We must

analyze the scope of public and constitutional law appropriate to modern

industrial society. In such a society traditional public affairs and traditionally

private economy are manifestly interconnected and interdependent.

Sabotage or subversion in industry, not less than conspiracies against

government and disloyalty on the part of its servants, are political acts and

possible preliminaries to attack in atomic warfare.

Our failure to make needful adjustments is a consequence of our very

commitment to democratic method. That method in part reflects a prefer-

ence for piecemeal decisions. Pragmatic and pluralist in emphasis, it eschews

system because it fears inflexibility, dogma, or statism brought about by a

rigidifying planning. In part it rests on the American doctrine of individ-

ualism. However much government aid and regulation are today needed

and accepted, and however wholeheartedly leaders in industry are com-

mitted to service of the social nation, we still insist that our economy must

remain independent of the state. Nevertheless, our proper desire to avoid

statism too readily supports lines of action, or of inaction, that, in the name

of defending rights, make collective self-protection difficult. In particular,

leaders in government and business often find it difficult to devise policies

that will simultaneously protect rights, promote national security, and avoid

statist tendencies.

At the moment, we lack any agreement on the meaning and limitations

of rights. Our piecemeal tackling of urgent issues as they arise provokes dis-

proportionate and dangerous excitement. It emphasizes division and con-

flict. We suffer a widespread feeling of guilt and of the necessity for apology

for the steps actually taken. We lack a collective sense of confidence and of

integrity, and feel that we are untrue to our own cause. We are also irri-

tated and resentful through conviction that we cannot help ourselves. Our

net sense of discomfort is shared both by the liberal committed to an un-
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swerving defense of rights and by the realist determined to fight fire with

fire. To overcome it, and to create a positive underlying agreement, is a

fundamental issue in domestic policy and in American leadership in the

world. For the vital question of our age, even more urgent by reason of

a still unchanged Stalinism than it was in the days of Hitler, is whether

constitutional democracy can maintain an effective and secure order on its

own principles. Unless it can do so, it cannot lead others to a progressive

freedom which supports social order, ensures public strength, protects

privacy, and promotes personal fulfillment.

Despite seeming need, people arc unlikely to demand, or politicians to

promote, a systematic reexamination of the Bill of Rights or of the

analogous provisions in State constitutions. Certainly, no radical revision

of their contents is in prospect. Rather, we will probably continue piece-

meal modifications both of procedural and of substantive rights. That

course can lead to the good results inherent in its modesty only if we stand

fast by principle and are consciously devoted to the maintenance of our

tradition as a vital force and purpose. Otherwise, political expediencies

pervert the principle of case-by-case decision, and rootless relativism leads

to abandonment of any fundamental values. It is both difficult and impera-

tive to avoid the dangers inherent in compromise with principle and the

worse dangers of tension and conflict that result from a false dichotomy

between practicability and principle.

A clear perception of the purposes embodied in our heritage alone con-

stitutes a proper basis for discrimination. It permits us to distinguish be-

tween adaptation to changing conditions designed to preserve and further

those purposes, and mere abandonment of rights in the name of efficiency

and under the impulsion of ulterior motives or of fear. Such perception

is the foundation of democratic agreement. It allows us to avoid acceptance,

in the name of security, of a realism that forgets principles and a relativism

that casts doubts on all values. Finally, it enables us to combat a dogmatic

and negativistic liberalism that betrays rights to force and fraud.

The demand for a firm commitment to the principles of our tradition and

for a genuine realism in their application today may itself appear unrealistic,

however desirable such an attainment would be. For, surely, the absence of

widespread agreement on fundamentals results from public and private

insecurity on the one hand and social discontents on the other. These ills

are not to be changed by thought or persuasion. It is necessary to change

the underlying material and environmental conditions that cause them.

Insecurities, indeed, there are, and always will be. They result inescapably

from the imperfections of man and the consequent unperfectedness and
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imperfectibility of his social order. Nevertheless, it is precisely the dynamics

of men's purposes that determines the attitude with which they tackle the

unavoidable difficulties. Confidence in their purposes, commitment to

them, and clarity as to their nature help men to formulate and carry out

ameliorative policies. The attitudes they take can and do shape and change

those conditions, even though the choices available are not unlimited.
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While personal fulfillment is an individual affair and transcends the

bonds of society, rights are its necessary means. For men always live in a

social order, which is both the place and the condition of such fulfillment.

The maintenance of rights makes secure the method of freedom, which is

the essence of constitutional democracy. That method is in turn necessary

to maintain rights. Through their interplay and interdependence, finite

man may pursue his ends most effectivelv. In the course of time, their joint

working assures the conditions for individual fulfillment to larger and larger

numbers of people. All men come to enjoy more ample means to self-

development. They suffer fewer imposed and inescapable frustrations. They

are enabled not only to satisfy their known capacities, but to discover

hitherto unknown ones as well.

The system of constitutional democracy is therefore a closed one, secure

only within its related postulates. These are the value of personal well-

being, the admission of imperfect knowledge, the search for truth, the

recognition of lasting inadequacies and ills in society, the pursuit of better-

ment, the method of freedom, the propensity to seek harmony, and the

desirability of avoiding imposed uniformity. Supporters of the system arc

not driven to assert that advocates of force, even those advocating its own

overthrow by force, necessarily lack solutions for some immediate problems.

But they must and do insist that successful force, which imposes its own

order, necessarily leads to error at the point of its success. Since conditions

change, total and final truth is undiscoverable by man, and a perfected

social order is beyond his attainment. Only the method of free search

permits self-correction. By its use alone is it possible to discover new knowl-

edge and to use that knowledge to achieve a better society.

Modern democrats do not argue that truth will necessarily win out in

the competition of the market place. Indeed, they do not assert that there
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must be a final truth on any and every social-political issue. They do not

believe that free debate produces a correct and permanent solution for all

problems. They do not deny that errors may be committed. Indeed, mis-

takes' are highly probable, while social imperfections are our certain and

lasting lot. Nor does the clear fact of errors and evils, such as corruption

in government, lead to prompt correction, even when these are publicly

acknowledged. But their recognition will lead to criticism and to demands

for reform. The outcome is normally a diminution of particular evils,

though not their total abolition. Nevertheless, so long as the method of

constitutional and representative government is accepted and operative,

there is available an instrument to correct errors calmly and peacefully.

Constitutional and limited government, then, requires us to accept our

lack of finality and certainty in knowledge. It implies inescapable imper-

fection in social practice. It involves, moreover, an insistent commitment

to these imperatives of the human lot as truths. Its method embodies the

chastened wisdom of humility as the very basis of achievement. Yet by the

same token it assures to men the dignity of freedom. It involves the rejec-

tion of all claims on behalf of philosopher-kings, as of any other perfec-

tionists or bearers of final truth for political-social living. It therefore

denies the necessity or the desirability of revolutionary force against a

constitutional government. It justifies the use of force in support of law,

as a necessary means to combat, to suppress, and to punish persons or

groups who themselves rely on force, or who by overt act reveal a commit-

ment to violence as a technique for promoting change in society.

Supporters of constitutionalism are aware that there are bound to be

discontents in society. Indeed, those who affirm that imperfections are in-

escapable could hardly expect perfect contentment or deny that discontents

are on occasion warranted. The method of a free society is itself a recognition

both of the presence of dissatisfaction and of its desirability. It is, indeed,

the public insurance of means whereby the dissatisfied may seek peaceful

change.

Unfortunately, imperfections cannot all be corrected or removed at once.

As a result, some persons may become deeply discontented. In their own

or their group interest, they may then be prepared to overturn the whole

system in order to achieve a hoped-for correction of the evils that harm

or frustrate them. Against them the constitutionalist argues that democratic

government limited by rights, and powered by their exercise, will permit

peaceful reform and will prevent lasting abuse and neglect of real evils,

once they are revealed and demonstrated. It may not lead to their rapid

or their full elimination. For diverse, and often opposed, interests legiti-
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matcly demand consideration. Hence, the system acknowledges the need

for gradualncss. At any moment, it accepts a variety of social injustices as

the price of its being and of its ability lastingly to correct ills. The malad-

justed and perfectionist Utopian, myopic and monomaniacal in his aware-

ness of particular evils, is therefore ruled out of court insofar as he seeks

by violence to overturn the system in the interests of specific reforms or in

order to remove particular social and economic abuses. The existence of

rights for all necessitates action to prevent the pursuit and possible attain-

ment of his extremist ends by force. Such action may properly include a

refusal of the enjoyment of certain rights, where the avowed objective in

their use is either to organize and prepare attacks on the system without

attaining a majority at the polls, or to take over government forcefully

should a sustained attempt to achieve such a majority fail. Procedural rights

as a means to justice for all must of course continue to be available on

terms of strict equality, however much they may be redefined to fit

present-day society.

As for the reach of substantive rights, it does not turn on the degree

to which those who are intolerant in their opinions should be tolerated.

The questions are whether they should enjoy the right to utilize rights as

organizational tools for the forceful achievement of power, and whether

their fellow citizens are obligated to supply them with means to impose

their views and their desired order without bothering to convert, to con-

vince, or to gain consent. For there is a vital distinction between a

political movement such as Communism and a dogmatic religion such as

Catholicism. The Catholic ideal is a Christian state wherein it is the sole

religion, protected in its monopoly, and supported in its ethical teachings

by government. It seeks to achieve that ideal, which it knows to be not

immediately practicable, by missionary activity directed to bringing about

mens' conversion. It might some day succeed. But the system of constitu-

tional democracy always confronts the danger that groups convinced of

their possession of truth, religious or political, may persuade their fellows

of that truth and may ultimately impose it. A system may protect in-

dividual rights against temporary majorities and may hamper even lasting

ones from imposing their will unless and until they are overwhelming. But,

granted human limitations, and given the impossibility of any government

requiring unanimity as a basis for action, it cannot provide absolute as-

surance against the triumph of dogmatic certainty and the possible in-

tolerance of a vast majority which may come to share that certainty. The

system relies on the diversity of temperaments and interests as a preventa-

tive of democratic self-destruction and the denial of rights. Votes must be
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won and kept. The exercise of rights by those of contrary persuasion is

accepted, supported, and enforced as the only permissible method of

pursuing and attaining political power. A body which accepts such rules of

the game, whatever its intentions, should it win a permanent victory by

their use, is on a completely different footing from one which exploits them

temporarily in order to develop opportunities for their forceful overthrow.
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Within a constitutional and democratic order, there is no right to

advocate forceful revolution or the use of violence in political organization

and action. For, such advocacy is in intent a root-and-branch attack on the

very assumptions and method of the free society. That society must indeed

permit the free examination of the case for revolution, and the arguments

for violence, as part of its own enlightenment. But it should not permit

those persuaded by that case to incite and organize their fellows for the

carrying out of such conviction.

On the surface, the preceding contention may appear to be a rejection

of the whole doctrine and purpose of freedom of speech. In the political

realm, the object of that right is to persuade men to act. But, though right

thought may lead to right action, a major purpose of thinking is to delay

an instantaneous response to stimulus. Thought promotes that calculation

that makes men look before they leap. It helps to overcome a mere brutal

forcefulness which in apparent achievement of its object is partially

destructive of wider purposes, and is self-frustrating. Likewise, in the public

life of society, the function of free speech is to promote solutions of issues

without resort to force. By free debate we seek to avoid the forceful or

unchallenged imposition of particular viewpoints by particular groups.

Discussion properly leads to action, but that action is collective action.

Insistence that thought and discussion are tools for action gives no warrant

for action not based on reason and persuasion. It contains no justification

for that freedom of expression whose sole or dominant object is such force-

ful action.

Likewise, the frequent argument that all organization is oligarchical and

all movements are led by minorities is no justification for minority con-

spiracy to overthrow government or of other minority activity subversive

in intent and character. The democratic rights of free expression and public

meeting are tools whereby, on the basis of persuasion and organization, a

24
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minority may strive peacefully to become a majority. It may then act

within the framework which continuously and equally sustains those rights

for others also. Again, the right of revolution is itself simply a moral claim

that, wjiere conditions do not prevail which permit men such freedom of

political action, there it is justifiable to overthrow government by violence

in order to secure reform and to establish such conditions. It is justifiable

only because no other course is open, and the evils of existing government

outweigh the probable evils of forceful action whose object is a self-correct-

ing system.

A past founding of government by such revolution gives no necessary

warrant for present tolerance of revolutionaries. It does not make their

suppression a departure from the principles on which that government

rests. Nor are those who approve such suppression but defend the earlier

revolution as justifiable automatically to be condemned for inconsistency.

For, the advocacy of the use of force within a legal order that encourages

dissent, permits political organization for peaceful change, and rests on

popular consent is not simply an expression of unpopular opinion, on all

fours with other such expressions. The revolutionary seeks to achieve a

radically different order. He seeks it by methods other than those of a free

society. He professes no respect for those methods. Yet he may be, and

generally is, eager to exploit particular parts of them to his own advantage.

But once he is successful, they will all be abolished.

The practical and pragmatic argument that suppression of radical dis-

senters and refusal to them of free expression will drive them underground

and render them more dangerous is today also irrelevant. For contemporary

revolutionaries use freedom of speech within a democratic and constitu-

tional regime as a means to persuade others to join them in the work of

forceful subversion. They seek to utilize public rights as a means to gain

recruits for secretive and disciplined conspiracy whose aim is sabotage of

the existing society. The argument against suppression is therefore wide of

the mark. It rests first of all on the thesis that public expression is a safety

valve. Those who are free to speak will be released through self-expression

from much of their tension and discontent. They will be reasonable

enough to appreciate the opportunity to convert their fellows. They will

evince a grudging respect for a regime which provided such an opportunity.

They will find free expression an alternative to conspiracy.

By contrast, the Communist views freedom of speech solely as a tech-

nique for furthering underground promotion of subversion and sabotage.

Under such conditions, to suppress free speech is to render enemies less

dangerous and to diminish the task of preserving law and order. To grant
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freedom, on the other hand, makes protection of our society needlessly

difficult

If use of violence is criminal, so is preparation for that use. There-

is no greater warrant for protection of those who seek to win recruits for

the work of disrupting or destroying our society than there would be for

a similar aid and comfort to criminals that they might replenish or expand

their gangs. Certainly it is not our obligation to provide cither the one

or the other with facilities usable for their purpose. Unfortunately, the past

history of laws against political crimes and the use of such laws by absolute

rulers to persecute men whose only offense was to dissent and criticize have

resulted in our determination to keep the number of such crimes small, to

define them with great care, and to establish stringent requirements for

proof of offenses against the laws defining them. Individualist distrust of

the state has reenforced that attitude and has made us slow to face the

actual conditions and legitimate needs of our own day. Nevertheless, it is

incumbent on us both to be aware of the imperfections in our society and

to prevent their exploitation for the purpose of undermining our established

and rational system, which provides for their continuous correction. Neither

past history nor present ills necessitate excessive indulgence of political

public enemies.

The fear of driving discontent underground, the dogma of free expression

and its classic rationalist defense, a proper desire not to become heresy-

hunters through needless timidity, and our respect for England's continued

maintenance of a free tradition, all drive us to doubts as to the practical

necessity, and to questions as to the moral justification, of any limitation on

basic political freedoms and personal rights. We are enamored of the nice

doctrines that it is allowable to advocate tyrannicide, but that it is illegal

to urge men to march at once on Buckingham Palace to kill the Queen.

Yet we sometimes forget that this doctrine itself supports the concept that

free speech is conditional on no intention to undertake direct action.

Through the late Justice Holmes we have made an American translation of

the distinction between advocacy and action in the form of the "clear and

present danger" doctrine. In popular use of the doctrine, we have em-

phasized the immediacy of the threat and the directness of the danger as

the overriding considerations. Recent legal modifications of the doctrine,

based on realistic assessment of present-day political problems, have evoked

some criticism from professed liberals. Indeed, any lessening of emphasis

on the requirement that danger must be "immediate" is apt to be viewed

as an abandonment of the very principle. Yet even a cursory examination

suggests the unsoundness of such an attitude. Holmes' insistence that the
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danger must be clear was a wise and conservative protest against lack of

confidence on the part of the timorous who, scared of their shadows or of

imagined abysses of infamy in other men's minds and plans, were willing to

persecute though no definable danger threatened. His concept of the

present was probably based on concern to prevent immediate violent

action. It derived ultimately from the ancient doctrine of breaches of

the King's Peace, a national order which had overcome local and private

strife, and set itself the task of preventing their recurrence and suppressing

outbreaks of mob violence.

In Holmes' own day, so limited a view of the relation of time to action

was almost obsolete as far as political relevance was concerned. It fitted,

it is true, the issues of political loyalty and of supposed dangers from the

hyphenated in World War I, and it could be applied with some degree of

usefulness to criminal syndicalism, to possible incitements by direct actionists

of the I.W.W. But, with the rise of Hitler's totalitarianism, a concept of time

that stressed the immediate moment became antiquated. Today, when

Soviet Communism is the chief enemy of American politics and social

organization, it has lost all relevance. Our present-day world is one of

corporations that never die. It is marked by lasting organizations with long-

term objectives and by long-range planning both by government and by

groups. In it, sudden and spasmodic outbreaks of violence and eruptive

expressions of radical discontent, as well as attempted assassinations, are

generally of minor moment. Moreover, they are not difficult to repress, to

prevent, or to punish. Even successful assassinations, though deplorable

and to be guarded against, are not likely to disrupt the order and function-

ing of our own society and economy, even should they deprive it of great

leaders to its severe momentary hurt.

In any event, the real threats are not these; and Russian Communists

themselves have long since undermined the theory, and rejected the

practice, of spasmodic and nihilist violence. It is planning and organization

for action over a period of time that create the real political dangers of

today. Overt acts are themselves a matter of timing, based on judgment of

when the moment is ripe. Would-be revolutionaries have long awaited

the coming of that moment. In the interim they have not been idle. They

have scheduled their actions and trained their operatives. They have tried

to predict the day, and they have done all they can in advance to ensure

a favorable outcome. Clear danger to our institutions is therefore both

contingent and continuous, and not something that becomes narrowly

and suddenly present.
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Whenever men, grouped together for our disruption or overthrow by

direct and organized action at the appropriate time, take preliminary

steps with the object of weakening us so that such action may be facilitated,

and their chances of success increased, danger is both clear and present,

even though the overt acts may lie far in the future. Without any violation

of our own principles, we may forbid the exercise and perversion of rights

in order to destroy those rights by force. Such a denial should be applied

equally to any and every group or person whose avowed aim is to use

political rights for the forceful doing away with them. But practical policy

must be discussed with specific reference to Communism after the Soviet

pattern, and under Russian auspices, direction, and domination. For today

Communism is the outstanding example of planned subversion and in-

tended revolution.

American governments, as agents of the American people, have not only

a right, but a duty, to outlaw the Communist party. They are entitled to

declare by appropriate legislation that it is not a political party, but a con-

spiracy to perpetrate crimes against the safety, welfare, and rights of the

American people. For it is not committed to gaining majorities at the

polls before it takes any action to transform our institutions. Far less

is it committed to an observance of constitutional guarantees of rights

should it win such a majority or otherwise attain power. It regards existing

law as variously an enemy and a useful tool. It rejects the ethical presup-

positions which underlie, and the mores which support, that law. To per-

mit the party legal existence and to afford it the protective coloration of

the name and connotations of a political part)' are to give support to the

existing enemies of our system and assumptions and to their designs for

the future.

However unintentionally, such support may lead honest citizens, who

accept the frame of reference of our society, into associations which can

28
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result in behaviors and actions incompatible with those ways and radically

harmful to them. Indeed, persons who remain in the party can hardly avoid

doing us hurt. Given our present judicial laws and rulings as to conspiracy

and political crime, to permit the party to function is indirectly to entrap

men into a course whose end is offense against our laws, even though our

movement away from the clear and present danger doctrine and the idea

that rights are absolute, without regard to intent in their use, is itself thor-

oughly sound. Members are of course free to leave this so-called party, and

public condemnation of Communism will prevent most persons from

entering into it. Nevertheless, the adventurous and the dissenters, so valu-

able on our own doctrine, as well as the unbalanced and the naively ideal-

istic, ' are tempted to enter. Thereafter, the very subtle techniques of

Communist organization and propaganda readily lead to their becoming

enmeshed without decent opportunity for retreat and withdrawal. The

legality of the party facilitates the first step. Subsequent activity, inherent

in the party's discipline and program, results in legal offenses.

Thus, outlawing the Communist party is itself a step not simply towards

clarification of the public mind and the creation of public confidence,

but likewise towards a heightened standard of public integrity. By permit-

ting the Communist party continued legal existence as a party, we in-

directly condone and support initial entrapment of foolish or bitter men
into courses of action whose ultimate consequence is bound to be crimes

against their country. Entrapment into crime by government itself, as

through agents provocateurs, has long been properly abhorrent to free men.

But entrapment by public neglect or inadvertence, or through a misguided

fear of the appearance of illiberality, though not sinister in intent; is in

the specific case even more culpable when judged by results, owing to the

very seriousness of the subsequent offenses. Indeed, our failure to outlaw

the party, while in various ways punishing or penalizing many Communists,

legitimately raises real questions as to the fairness of the latter course of

action. For, while we have not encouraged, we have by implication con-

doned the fatal first step. Thereby needless questions of rights and right

can be raised; liberals may be driven on principle to defense of persons

whose actual course they deplore; and needless divisions among thinking

men of equally high integrity are created.

The proposal to outlaw a professed political party nevertheless raises

some difficult questions. First among these is the question of intent, and

its demonstration. For, at least in the United States, and even in the

present period, spokesmen for the Communist party frequently claim that

they are committed to seeking victory at the polls. They insist that the
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party docs not advocate violent overthrow of the established government

and political order. Official statements of party policy have at times con-

tained, and do today contain, such pronouncements. Moreover, the Russian

party line of the prewar past dictated collaboration and the acceptance of

Western democratic ways. Nevertheless, the clear teaching of Russian

Communism from Lenin to today has been the improbability of achieving

its objectives by peaceful means, and the rightfulness of achieving them

when possible, and as soon as possible, by any available means. Hence,

from the Communist viewpoint, any avowed commitment to the methods

of constitutional democracy is an expedient of the moment. It involves

no devotion to such methods. For methods, which arc in the realm of

means, arc always subordinate to the end in view, and must be abandoned

or changed when they no longer serve that end. They do not possess status

as an ultimate value, and to regard them as fundamental is to hamper the

triumph of world Communism. The American Communist party has

accepted Russian leadership of the movement. It has followed slavishly and

immediately changes in the party line. It has taken internal disciplinary

action, including expulsion of whilom leaders, consequent on such changes.

Hence, its loyalty to the methods of constitutional government cannot be

seriously argued.

Moreover, today we possess ample evidence that members of the party

have, on occasion and orders, been disloyal to our own country. We possess

still ampler evidence of secretive activities by it, and by its component

units, designed to train and organize members for undertakings unnecessary

and inconceivable on the assumptions and methods of our own regime.

Likewise, Communist tactics in organizations not communist in intent or

purpose indicate a skillful plan to utilize our methods of government to the

destruction of our purposes.

In short, the sum total of the evidence is sufficient in amount and

character to remove reasonable doubt as to whether, whatever its sometime

professions and occasional practice, the Communist party is sincere in the

acceptance of the method of constitutional government as a lasting value

for the conduct of public life by men aware of their fallibility, and them-

selves sincere in their awareness of the evil of an order imposed in the

name of supposed possession of truth. Root inconsistencies of behavior and

expression involve convenient violation of the law of contradictions. More-

over, where such inconsistencies are both sustained and coherent rather

than chance vagaries, and where they are not abandoned on a logical

demonstration of incompatibility, they lead to proper inferences of

deliberate intent and of insincerity. In any event, a commitment to the
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method of freedom that is limited in time and contingent on a success

not promised by or implicit in that method is not a genuine acceptance

of constitutional government. It has no claim to be accepted as such. It

involves, rather, self-condemnation by confession, freely made without any

pressure to self-incrimination.

To deprive the Communist party of status as a legally recognized or

allowable party immediately removes some of the difficulties involved in

coping with the issue of so-called guilt by association. For, at present, per-

sons who are members of that party may claim that they are members of a

legal party and are themselves committed to the constitutional methods

prevalent in our society. They agree with the Communist view of what

constitutes a desirable social order. They support the party's program for

bringing that order into being. Their claim is that they differ from the

nonmember who accepts the same viewpoint only in that they are organized

to make it effective. They are combined in a party whose purpose is to

bring about actual changes in laws and in constitutional law, if and

when, by their organization and through persuasion, they come to com-

mand the requisite majorities. Under our system the nonmember is entitled

to express viewpoints such as they hold. The party is permitted legal stand-

ing as a constitutional party to which men have the right to belong. Then,

the Communist argues, proof that a person is a member, whether estab-

lished by card-bearing or otherwise, gives no warrant for any legal action

or discrimination against him. He can be punished only on proof of specific

legal offense, such as sedition, treason, or conspiracy to commit what the

law has already determined to be a crime. Indeed, his membership as such

is not properly an evidence of incompetence or untrustworthiness that can

be used to debar him from any government position, in the absence of

some showing that he is in fact disloyal or unreliable. The Communist

contends that his mere desire to work for radical social change by acceptable

methods is no proof of revolutionary intent, but only of reformist zeal. Such

zeal may indeed interfere with proper performance of official duty, as may

many other human characteristics. But unless there is evidence that it has

in the past prevented the carrying out of functional obligations, it should

constitute no bar to appointment. Once he is on the job, it is no ground

for dismissal, in the absence of a prima-facie case based on evidence of

failure to perform adequately or loyally.

While the Communist party is legally acknowledged or permitted, the

above line of argument is impossible to refute. For, even though available

evidence persuades most reasonable men that the party's motives and

methods are alike extraconstitutional and anticonstitutional, failure to pro-
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hibit leaves that question open to individual judgment without legal

presumption or prejudice. Our system itself is no guarantee against naivete

or honest mistake. It is even possible for a conspiratorial party in its own

interest to give particular persons whose membership is to its advantage

every reason to believe, on their own experience of it, that it is in fact

committed to the methods of freedom. Under such circumstances, guilt

must be by specific individual acts beyond mere membership. It must be

based on proof of the insincerity of the individual's professions as revealed

by contradictory, and illegal, actions. Even though a man is an avowed

Communist in the sense of a self-confessed, card-bearing animal, to

punish him or to deprive him of public office or employment on such

evidence alone is indeed to follow the idea of guilt by association in its

proper, and damnable, sense. President Eisenhower's "security risk" ap-

proach may seem indeed to circumvent the difficulty, but its justice can

also be challenged unless and until the party is outlawed. For, while it

remains legal, the question can properly be raised whether membership

alone can create a legitimate presumption of such risk, in the absence

of other evidence.

On the other hand, to refuse the Communist party legal status as a party,

on a collective judgment that it is not in method or objective within the

metes and bounds of constitutional assumptions and behaviors, alerts those

who from honest delusion belong to it, or may be tempted to join it,

to the fact that it is not on a par with other political parties. Similarly,

such action deprives hypocritical and sinisterly conspiratorial persons of the

argument or claim that they were properly exercising a constitutional right,

and that any penalty they suffer as a consequence of membership per se

rests on guilt by association. It becomes, rather, guilt by membership in a

body whose purposes, on a public judgment of the evidence, are held in-

compatible with the essential assumptions of our society. Then, too, mem-
bership constitutes an obvious security risk, incompatible with public office,

as does sympathetic collaboration, regardless of whether it be naive or

sinister.

Such a public decision as to the nature of Communism does not deprive

the individual of the possibility of becoming a Communist without im-

mediate legal penalty. Nor does it deprive him of procedural protections.

Legal proof of specific offenses remains necessary for his punishment. He
is not subject through membership to the privation of protection of his per-

son or to the liquidation which characterize treatment of supposed political

offenders by the totalitarian police state. But membership does deprive the

proved or confessed member of any claim to public employment. It also
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justifies refusal of, or dismissal from, private employment whenever and

wherever such employment by its nature and duties requires a positive

loyalty to our institutions.

Changed legal presumptions consequent on party membership, when fol-

lowed by such denials and dismissals, may give the Communist the stigmata

and the appeal of a modest and minor martyrdom. But, on our own assump-

tions, conflicts of obligation and consequent tragedy are at times in-

escapable. The fact that a person may feel driven by conscience to Com-

munism, however unlikely it seems to most of us, does not lessen the neces-

sity for our society to protect its system and enforce its law. We have the

obligation to maintain a frame of reference which preserves that freedom

generally and rationally necessary for the unpenalized functioning of in-

structed consciences. Such functioning is threatened by the method of

Communism, and ended by its triumph.

The fear of making martyrs rests largely on our Christian heritage. We
are aware that Rome liquidated noble men who represented a moral cause

higher and greater than its law. We are also aware that martyrdom gave

appeal to that cause by eliciting admiration for their courageous conviction.

Thereby, it aided the success of the movement which it sought to extirpate.

Our heritage and our interest alike deter us from emulation of the Roman
way. Yet in truth the situations are not comparable. Our constitutional

system is devoted to the secular and institutional defense of those higher

values embodied in Christian teaching. The Communist is their enemy and

the proponent of a totalitarian order whose search is purely for public

power without concern for personality. The creation of martyrs is not

per se a guarantee of success to a movement. The risk of Communist appeal

by martyrdom has in any event to be run in defense of our own principle.

The case of the proclaimed martyrs must be squarely met. Finally, it is

highly questionable whether such prohibitions or penalities in any proper

sense constitute martyrdom, even though any punishment for breach of

law, or disability consequent on law, where conscience causes its incurring,

properly raises an issue in morals. A judgment then has to be made as to

whether the law or the offender embodies the superior ethical standard.
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What criminal penalities, if any, should apply to persons proved to

be Communists? First of all, actual advocacy by any person of violent

methods in seeking political-social change should be punishable, as should

incitement to sabotage or to any disruptive and destructive use of force.

Intent to persuade others to such action or to support of it, and organiza-

tion with a view to it, are important elements in proving guilt, though here,

as elsewhere, the individual is responsible for the effect of his words on the

law's "reasonable man." But, in order not to curtail legitimate free discus-

sion, it is necessary to distinguish advocacy from theoretical analysis and

from the intellectual presentation, in speech or writing, of the case for

violence. Manifestly, the drawing of a line is difficult, and miscarriages

of justice are possible. Continuous criticism of decisions and pleadings is

therefore vital both to redress such miscarriages and to prevent future

ones. The difficulty inherent in the situation rests on the need to assess

intention on the one hand and probable impact on the other. Yet these

two considerations are not unusual in criminal law generally. In various

types of cases they are, indeed, inescapable. The proper inference is the

need for care and criticism, not the necessity of abstaining from legal

regulation. In this context, proved Communist attachments, in the sense

of belonging to what is no longer a recognized party, will properly con-

stitute prima-facie evidence of intent. Proof to the contrary will be on the

accused. No plea by a party member that he is being subjected to guilt by

association will hold, morally or legally.

A second issue concerns the meetings of Communists and actual or

possible conspiracies by them. Here again, their getting together ought

not to be punishable per se. But, as in the case of known criminals, such

meetings should be watched for, and, where possible, watched over, by

relevant law-enforcement officials, who must anticipate possible criminal

actions consequent on such meetings. The normal rights to privacy and

34
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noninvasion, save on probability of criminal activity in progress, or on

proper warrant, must be respected. Nevertheless, restrictions on the free,

unhampered, and unobserved use of public facilities for communication,

already- instituted on a wide scale though still lacking systematic develop-

ment and full judicial acceptance, would apply here to the same extent

as elsewhere. Today we clearly confront the general issue of protecting

privacy, preventing public harm through use of the various necessities and

conveniences of social intercourse in a complex industrial society, and

getting beyond the idea that it is incumbent on us to equalize competition

between criminals and law-enforcement officers. Restraints which are

applicable to those who threaten person and property should apply as well

to those who conspire against the public safety and welfare.

Nevertheless, to define punishable conspiracy is in a free society a very

difficult task. Our present laws properly make it a criminal offense to

possess plates for forging our currency, since the intent cannot be innocent.

But in general our system rightly insists that some active step to execute

an unlawful design is necessary to constitute crime. Words indicating

probable criminal intent, excluding certain conspiracies to commit crimes,

are generally not in themselves punishable offenses, though direct threats,

as of murder, are. For, repentance before action, or withdrawal from a

group planning such action, is always possible, and, where no intimidation

of others is involved, it is normally good policy and sound ethics to permit

men the chance to change their minds when their initial intent of itself

has no immediately harmful consequences. By analogy, being a Com-

munist, or meeting with fellow Communists, should not in itself be pun-

ishable.

Nevertheless, if we grant that the Communist party is the agent in the

United States for a Russian-sponsored anticonstitutional movement, and

thus is not a proper and allowable political activity, but is inherently sub-

versive in intent, it becomes necessary to give precise legal definition to

such conspiracy and to render it punishable. Recent trials of Communists

under the Smith Act have already broken ground here, even though the

party itself has not been legally outlawed by federal or by most State laws.

Legal denial to it of status as a party is both warranted and urgent because

the analogy of the clear-and-present-danger test for speech is of doubtful

applicability. Our normal assumption is indeed that persons have a right

to meet and organize for general public and for specifically political ends.

That right cannot be denied because attainment of those ends would

be uncomfortable for most of us and would involve a radical change in the

contours and way of life of our society. But where the intent of those
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organizing is to bring about imposed change whenever they possess the

requisite force, and at any point in the interim to use cither violence or

guile if that seems likely to further their objective, we can properly find

them outside the pale, regardless of whether they can or will do us immedi-

ate hurt.

By reason of purpose and membership, Communist groups may be as-

sumed to have illegal objectives and to meet for their furtherance. When
their teaching of recruits or their propaganda activities are obviously de-

signed to urge men to subversive activity and to train them for it, it is

completely irrelevant that the time for action lies in the future, that no

dates have been set, and that specific individual roles are undecided. It is,

however, as important as it is difficult to distinguish clearly between such

conspiracies as these, and other groups, formal or informal, whose purpose

is radical reform. It is also vital not to punish the innocent who may chance

to attend, or be inveigled into, actual conspiratorial meetings. To abide

by the normal rules governing criminal conspiracies and activities, with all

the consequent police difficulties and duties, is therefore the appropriate

course whenever we cannot so define offenses in advance that enforcement

of the law will avoid harm to legitimate dissent or punishment of the inno-

cent individual. Certainly any definition of punishable conspiracy should

be tight and the requirements of proof rigid and precise.

Issues of surveillance and law enforcement, of the prevention of crime

and the apprehension of criminals, there nevertheless will be. As we have

implied, the nature of modern conspiracy against the nation and its

institutions, public and private, necessitates radical but careful redefinition

of procedural protections. But, however great the caution incumbent on

us when we modify safeguards in order to put the cop at least on terms

of equality with the robber, we must surely insist that no person has a

right to advocate violent revolution or sabotage with intent to promote,

to organize, or to further revolution. No group whose purpose is to bring

about such events is a true political party. Neither individual nor group can

legitimately claim the protection of laws and rights as aid in its further-

ance of such purposes.
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Once the principle of the removal of legal protection from actual sub-

versive activity is clearly established, a radical change in our public psy-

chology becomes probable. We shall abandon negative fears. We shall

develop a renewed public confidence. For we shall have defined and clari-

fied the conditions and meaning of constitutional democracy. We shall

have removed from liberals the incubus of defending their overt enemies

in method. We shall have allowed defenders of the public safety and

welfare to advocate and promote a shared purpose, without recourse to

procedures which threaten freedom and dissent and without need to sup-

port heresy-hunters and opponents of all social reform or advocacy of

reform. The possible appeal of Communism as a movement or party will

be destroyed, save for those deliberately criminal in purpose, and the

category fellow-travelers will wither away. Some former Communists may

indeed confront a problem of conscience. They may experience the tragedy

of conflicting obligation between loyalty and decency towards former

asscociates, still unrepentant, and their obligation to the nation and its

institutions. Others, who have made a career of repentance and denuncia-

tion, will be decently confined to giving private information to law-enforce-

ment agencies and public evidence under oath in public trials, subject to

cross-examination. Our recognition of past error, and of our failure prop-

erly to characterize the Communist party, will result in a wholesome

change of attitude toward ex-Communists of that time. Subsequent quit-

ters of that cause will be entitled to public and private treatment at least

as favorable as that accorded the ex-criminal. They will have similar duties

as citizens. They will be subject to analogous judgments as to rehabilitation

and reform.

For the essence of the change rests on the one hand in an awareness

of real dangers. It rests, that is to say, on a square confronting of those

risks that are not to be avoided outside the police state. Such risks are

37
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themselves part of the costs of our system. The change consists, on the

other hand, in a positive defense of dissenters. For the protection of rights,

\vc have to bear with men of bad judgment, and we have to be unperturbed

by foolish or mistaken argument. Most important, we must ardently defend

the radical so long as he is committed to constitutional method. For one

clear and present danger today is destruction of American radicalism and

moral ardor for reform and social change. The real danger of Communism
is at present used to attack and discredit reformers who criticize existing

interests and aim to change their status. Unfortunately, those who exploit

the threat are given much support by citizens genuinely committed to

our ways and tradition.

What is more, the radical critic himself very often accepts, or feels

imposed on him, the supposed obligation to defend both the Soviet Union,

at least in its internal policy, and the American Communist. It is there-

fore valuable to define clearly, in federal and State law, the nature of so-

called Communism as a political activity and method. For such an achieve-

ment makes it possible for the sincere liberal fully to defend constitutional

rights without a needless and morally confusing burden. It permits us to

adhere to and develop our heritage and professed way of public life, rather

than depart from it. Thus strengthened and coherent at home, we can

make clear our purpose and commitment abroad and can devise a foreign

policy which flows out of our own way of life.

At home, such change will enable us to diminish tension and overcome

much of the present fear-engendered irresponsibility that results from

confusion in the public mind. For, at present, many of us have been per-

suaded either that law-enforcement agencies are not fully capable of the

task of protecting society or that the necessary laws are lacking. We sense

that responsible persons within government itself have sometimes been

too little concerned with the dangers of subversion and treason or have

questioned their reality. Once we insist that advocacy of revolution, of sub-

version, and of sabotage is not a fundamental right of man within a con-

stitutional system, we are in a better position to assess realistically the

extent of the danger, to pinpoint our attack on it, and to eliminate frantic

and irresponsible accusations that darken counsel and harm our institu-

tions more than they hamper our enemies. Whatever the past historical

and possible philosophical uses of the term Communism, today that term

has come to mean a Russian-inspired and -led movement. It is, indeed, still

a technically correct designation for Titoists or Trotskyites who favor revo-

lution to overthrow capitalism but profess to hate Stalinist Communism.
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But its normal usage and reference is to a movement which aims at our

destruction. Its adherents are on the road to treason.

Our past false tolerance has supported loose usage of the term com-

munism, (as well as fascism) and has led to a general confusion. Precision

as to the proper limits of rights will speedily make the loose application of

such terms a clear basis for libel action. Moreover, both communism and

fascism connote violence in means and method, lack of respect for rights,

and totalitarian dictatorship. Their advocacy is inherently subversive. To
call a legal resident of this country a Communist or a Fascist is therefore to

accuse him of most serious offenses, or of intention to commit them,

and so to harm his reputation and endanger his position. Once we have

removed the confusion resulting from the legal position of the Com-

munist party, it will become necessary to prove the truth of any such

accusation. Such proof will indeed be sufficient defense, since the demon-

stration of another's membership or of advocacy of the methods of Com-

munism will manifestly be in the public interest. But failure to prove the

accusation true will properly come to be regarded as at least as serious a

harm to the victim as a legally published and unprovable characterization

of him as a criminal. A limitation of rights, that is to say, will in itself

give men protection against irresponsible accusations and will enable them

to protect their right to a good name, something at present not surely

achieved, despite individual cases where persons have been awarded dam-

ages on the ground that falsely to label them Communists was libelous.

More generally, legal clarification of the meaning of Communism and

of the status of the Communist party may be expected to minimize in-

ternal divisions, and to eliminate betrayals of a system of rights, nominally

maintained, by means of rash denunciation, trial, and conviction in the

often inadequately informed court of public opinion, which lacks judicial

character and prescribed procedures. Those who suspect others of sub-

version or treasonable behavior or intent but who lack legal proof will

be driven to inform the relevant authorities of what they know, but other-

wise to keep quiet. Such a course will help to promote effectiveness in

dealing with internal enemies, rather than provide cover for them through

general suspiciousness and denigration. Also, in the changed atmosphere,

information given will be apt to be more worthy of serious consideration

and less wasteful of the time of those whose duty it is to investigate such

charges than they often are at present.

Congressional investigations of Communism, and in particular the work

of committees on subversive activities, would be considerably changed in
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scope, conduct, and importance by such clarification and redefinition of

rights. The right of Congress to investigate, and the necessity for con-

gressional immunity, arc not here involved. Both arc vital to the effective

functioning of our system of representative government and to the proper

performance by elected persons of their obligatory functions. Moreover,

members of cither House or Senate must be free to denounce any views

they hold harmful or erroneous, and to characterize those so holding them

as wrong, foolish, or, in their influence, harmful to good policy. Yet abuse

of such congressional power and privilege, which for the very sake of

effectiveness cannot be neatly delimited and defined in advance, is always

possible. Despite some criticism and reform, the privileges of legislative

membership have sometimes been misused recently. Such misuse has

escaped general criticism within or without legislative halls, since by now

most of us are aware of the difficulty of dealing with Communists and have

been hesitant to hamper unduly those who attack that difficult)', even

when they appear inept or unjust to particular fellow citizens. For the

Communist party has had legal status, and its members have been fully

protected by our system of rights. In particular, they, as well as others

whose misguidedness was in part the result of present inadequate or errone-

ous methods of coping with an admitted evil, have used the criminal's

protection against self-incrimination to hamper investigation and to evade

the moral obligations of citizenship. In the name of privacy and the rights

of the person, they have sought to protect a secrecy whose object is sub-

version. Exasperated by such tactics, and uncertain of the range of public

danger, both Congress and the country have countenanced persecution

and public trials of various persons without precise charges, indictment, or

legal trial. Encouraged thereby, some members of Congress have developed

an attitude which suggests that they are the arbitrary beneficiaries of a

Divine Right to rule, not the elected representatives of free men, and that

the objects of their attacks are subjects, not citizens. Once a line is drawn

between subversion and dissent, the need for Congress to permit its mem-

bers to carry on activities hitherto justified by inadequate laws, partially

impotent enforcement agencies, and confusion and fear in the public mind,

would cease. Once we distinguish between a society protected in its free-

dom by the rights of its members and avowed enemies of that society not

entitled to the exercise of rights for its destruction, we will also become

aware that abuses of the power of investigation are harmful rather than

helpful to the cause of combating Communism. For it will then be

apparent that they undermine that general agreement which gives us

strength.
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Investigation may then return to its proper role as an assistance to

legislation and a needful check on administration. For legislators may then

feel confident that both public opinion and administrative authority are

so oriented as to constitute at once insurances against threats of subversion

and supports for constitutional liberty. Likewise, responsible legislators

will become less willing to countenance abuse of power by their fellows

to the detriment of respect for the institution of Congress and to the

diminution of the security of citizens' rights. Already, indeed, laws such as

the Smith Act have created some small degree of Congressional and public

confidence that we now have legal instruments more nearly adequate to

cope with any genuine and specific dangers. Already there is serious ques-

tioning among responsible and normally conservative persons as to the

value of trial through repeated and irresponsible denunciation by men in

positions of public and official responsibility. Unfortunately, the loose

wording of some protective measures, such as the McCarran Act, makes it

difficult to defend rights while attacking wrongs. The consequent weaken-

ing of agreement between loyal citizens according to whether their empha-

sis is on public protection or private rights can, however, be readily over-

come by well-considered amendments.

The making and amendment of requisite laws to deal with enemies of

our system, and the redefinition of rights implicit in such a course, will

themselves necessitate congressional hearings. Such hearings may involve

a bad quarter of an hour for some witnesses, as hearings have often done

in the past. But they differ radically from the work of some present-day

committees or committeemen whose very purpose goes beyond mere

discovery of danger. Indeed, the extension of the investigatory technique

to foundations and to educational institutions highlighted the evil of

present methods. That evil is solely one of method and technique. Where

real ills beset the body politic, no institution and no person may properly

claim absolute immunity from investigation and inquiry. But the public

interest can be well served only when such inquiry is fact-finding and con-

ducted without ulterior motives. In particular, needful inquiries should not

be so conducted as to become confused in scope and purpose with partisan

political campaigns.

In the present situation, in any event, difficulties of law-making and law

enforcement could be radically reduced, and public distempers and alarms

vastly diminished, once given some clarity as to the nature and demands

of constitutional government in and for a free society. For the simple

inference then is that the Communist party is not a political party and has

no claim to a place in our public life. Persons who belong to it or join it
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then have no warrant for arguing that they are exercising a political right

in order to perform a citizen's function or that they are striving peacefully

to influence the shaping of our social future in the direction of their con-

victions as free men. They are avowed extralegal conspirators bent on

achieving their will without concern for the consent, and in face of the

overwhelming dissent, of their fellow-citizens.
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To avoid the ills which are to some degree inherent in the make-up of

congressional committees when, in the name of possible future legislation,

they are used for purposes of wide investigation and for informing public

opinion, it would be desirable to devise or adopt some other method for

performing the latter tasks, which are important. Such a method should

eliminate party politics insofar as possible. We might well employ the

technique earlier adopted in the appointment and work of the Hoover

Commission, or the related and traditional British technique of the Royal

Commission of Enquiry. Such techniques are, indeed, peculiarly well

suited to cast light on any general questions which may disturb the public

mind or affect the public safety. The public appointment of bodies of

distinguished, informed, and public-spirited citizens drawn from various

walks of life, and of varying political convictions, to investigate and report

on matters of public concern, would have the merits of inspiring confi-

dence, strengthening agreement between moderate and fair-minded men

of good will without regard to their party affiliations, and avoiding both

abuse of legislative power and harm to congressional prestige. It would

strengthen the American idea of the social nation and its interests and the

valued pluralism of our society. It would constitute an insurance against

statism through identification of democracy with the privileges and posi-

tion of elected legislators. Threats to rights do not come from our making

modifications in the scope of traditional rights in order to preserve their

spirit and effectiveness under present-day conditions. Rather, they result

from our failure, in the course of taking necessary protective steps, to

insure ourselves against all types of imposed unity. To preserve the health

of our institutions, we must ensure effective participation in public life

of the forces which constitute the warp and woof of that life. To maintain

its strength and continued uniqueness, the American democratic nation

requires a duly institutionalized recognition that all its major interests
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are affected with a public interest. It is necessary to avoid their reduction

to mere instrumentalities or subjects of the state.

A clarification of the limits of rights will indeed go far towards effective

prevention of subversive activities. But basic day-by-day protection of both

society as a whole and of the individual persons who compose it, yet possess

an ultimate value beyond it, lies in positive social action. Such protection is

not to be secured by political and legislative frenzy. It cannot be achieved

by the processes of official law enforcement alone, however necessary

these be. The Communists themselves have, indeed, fully recognized the

nature of our civic and social life. They are aware that the present struggle

implies a total involvement of the societies which are parties to it. They

have therefore shown great persistence in getting their members into all

kinds of voluntary and functional organizations, which include political

affiliates of major parties, welfare and charitable endeavors, liberal groups

designed to prevent or protest injustices to groups or individuals, trade

unions, peace movements, and even bodies for the promotion of culture.

They have sought to gain control of such groups, and, where they have

been successful, they have made every effort to avoid losing it. Committed

to their cause as a full-time job, they have shown devoted skill in the use

of democratic procedures for their own ends and to the destruction of

group democracy. For that purpose, they have turned Robert's Rules of

Order, an imperfect convenience for the conduct of meetings, into their

American Bible. They have made of it a forceful instrument with which

to bludgeon its supposed beneficiaries, themselves too often casual and

unlearned in the rules.

Our democratic society with its rich group life and our commitment

to the ultimacy and to the privacy of the person have rested on the assump-

tion that no one was totally committed to the interest and work of one

group only. No one had to be utterly immersed in public and social affairs

without concern for private avocations. As a consequence, persons whose

sole mission in life was to gain and keep control of any group have put

ordinary members of such groups, who lacked such motives, at great dis-

advantage. The Communist's total commitment to his totalitarian purpose

gives him a profound advantage in getting and keeping control of any

group in which he is interested. Ordinary citizens, with their diverse

devotions, have first lost control, and then have had to abandon their

normal leisure and their other interests in order to regain it. By that very

abandonment they have been temporarily defeated, even when their efforts

have finally proved successful. For they have been forced in the interim

into an alien pattern of behavior. Nevertheless, such effort is, under the
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given conditions, essential for the maintenance of our democratic society

with its numerous concerns which men band together to further. It is

the only way by which we may perceive and promote our democratic values.

For an exclusive reliance on government to cope with the situation leads

to statisjn. Such reliance means abandonment or invasion of desirable

rights and liberties in an attempt to combat their avowed enemies. It

means loss of democratic vitality through a diminished participation in

public life, and decreased self-help through the direct activity of associ-

ations.

Trade unions and their leaders, in their fight to maintain social, as

against narrowly political, democracy, have here given us an excellent

example. By persistence they have normally prevented a Communist

control or have themslves regained control when it has been lost. They

have thus ensured that the purposes of unions in our society, namely, in-

creased benefits and protection of workers against injustices by employers,

would be maintained. They have defeated the attempt to use unions to

create disruption and crisis in our economy and to promote revolution

or the conditions which create a willingness for forceful change.

Admittedly, immediate, urgent, and continuous concern has given the

unions a pressing interest in such action. In many other types of organi-

zation, and especially in voluntary associations whose purposes are humani-

tarian or cultural, such motivation is lacking. Yet in them, too, there is

need for vigilance and activity to defend their professed purposes. Com-

munists are ready to exploit such concerns in order to gain sympathy and

support. They do not seek to control only those groups which may pro-

vide opportunities for direct and immediately disruptive action. As is well

known, they have themselves created numerous organizations professedly

devoted to charitable and libertarian purposes. In existing groups devoted

to good causes, they have bored from within. In both cases, they have

exploited the names and reputations of men of standing and good will to

further their ends.

What is more, they have achieved a strange and unexpected success.

We have recognized their technique. We have realized that honest but

busy men may be inveigled by professed purposes into supporting organi-

zations ulterior to those purposes in intent and motivation. We have been

aware that fine names give protective coloration to actual conspirators by

reason of the American presumption in favor of good causes. We have

therefore encouraged and countenanced the official listing, by the Attorney

General and others, of organizations where evidence officially available

created a reasonable presumption that such organizations were in truth
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stalking-horses. But the very fact that in some cases a majority of members

have been honest men and good citizens has itself led to doubts as to the

soundness or propriety of such listings. It has aroused liberal fears thai

they could be used to curtail civil liberties and deprive men of rights bv

indirection. Such fears are not totally unwarranted. The technique of

minority control so systematically exploited by Communists often justifies

the characterization as subversive in direction and present purpose of

organizations where the majority is not Communist. But the consequences

can give unwarranted hurt to honorable men, through guilt or suspicion

by association.

Emphasis on danger to society on the one hand and to decent and public

spirited citizens on the other once more divides us and destroys democratic

agreement. Certainly the present method of making up lists has not been

well calculated to allay legitimate fears of abuse of authority. Hie use of

such lists for inquisitorial purposes has been ill-considered and, in its im-

pact, well-nigh disastrous,. Communists have profited from liberal criticism

of such lists and their use, from the undermining of our common purposes,

from our uncertainties about many organizations, from our doubts as to

the sense or character of many sometime leaders in our cultural life and

charitable work, and from the general weakening, through decreased

confidence and reduced support, of our typical way of doing things.

There can be no valid objection to the listing of organizations as

subversive where the evidence of Communist domination is clear. Nor can

there be serious questioning of the value of publicizing actual or proposed

Communist penetration of groups not at present under Communist con-

trol. The provision of such information is a public service in the public

interest. It constitutes a proper use of free expression to disseminate

information vital to the protection of society. Indeed, government, which

always has the duty to govern, in a free society properly solicits the coopera-

tion of citizens in combating threats to the health and purposive per-

formance of nongovernmental associations.

While objections against listings per se are not valid, many of us have

objected, and may properly object, to a manner of making lists that does

not seem to assure accuracy and does not promote confidence that they

were made without bias and solely for the purposes which warrant their

compilation. To give organizations designed for listing a right to protest

and to submit evidence that they are not subversive, after initial nomina-

tion, as in the case of the Attorney General's list, is not enough. It is

improper and, from the point of view of objectivity, ineffective to ask

accused and suspect groups to disprove their assumed evil character. It is
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vital to ensure serious and responsible quasi-judicial establishment of sub-

versiveness prior to any listing, on the basis of evidence, not of hearsay,

prejudice, or pressure. Likewise, objections may be raised as to the use made

of lists,
%
to the inferences drawn from a person's membership in listed

organizations, and to the nature of the action that men are indirectly or

directly urged to take towards such organizations.

Existing lists have been employed to raise doubts as to the loyalty of

persons who are or were members of such groups, and to characterize as

fellow-travelers all those who chanced to belong to many of them. The im-

plication has been suspicion, even when not guilt, by association, without

regard to motives in joining or date of adherence. The burden of proof that

suspicion is unwarranted has been placed on the individual, who for

his defense has had to rely on reputation or on evidence of good intent.

At best, he has been suspected of folly, and has in many cases been driven

to apologetic confession of naivete and error, without regard to changed

circumstances and public attitudes. Part of his demonstration of present

purity has consisted in abandonment of membership. Indeed, the professed

purpose of such lists has been to warn people to leave or not to join the

associations named. Listing has often been used to create a presumption

that failure thus to behave warranted a legitimate inference of malevolence

or of extreme folly and lack of judgment.

(*Yet, unless real care is exercised, inherently good causes may in this

way lose support because of bad sponsorship or temporary control by

those whose purpose is other than the professed organizational aims. More

serious, considerable numbers of public-spirited citizens have today be-

come hesitant to join any organization without overwhelming evidence of

the sincerity of its purposes and the soundness of its sponsors. Many,

indeed, have come to feel that any new organization or undertaking of a

humanitarian or reformist kind is inherently suspect. It is not that they re-

fuse to join prior to reasonable inquiry and investigation. They become

Casper Milquetoasts, aloof and uncommitted on the ground that per-

sonal safety comes first and is unendangered if they remain completely in-

active nonparticipants.

f Admittedly, the growth of a critical attitude towards demands for

support of new undertakings and membership in unknown groups has social

value insofar as it denotes a growing sense of personal responsibility.

Certainly the rash lending of their names by public persons to any group,

whether a humanitarian appeal or a commercial enterprise, is to be de-

plored. So, too, is the rashly casual signing of petitions on mere request

without concern for content or intent. Undoubtedly, the creation and
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publicizing of various lists has helped to strengthen, and has indeed done

much to create, these saner and wiser attitudes. Fxposurc of Communist

and Communist-front organizations has not simply led to withdrawal from

them of public support. It has also brought real gains by developing a

sophisticated awareness of the nature^)f the present struggle and the scope

and subtlety of Communist activity.}

Nevertheless, one of the lasting strengths of our society has been

its rich and free community and social life. Any program which tends to

discourage men from forming or joining new groups should therefore be

subject to critical scrutiny. For the consequences are apt to be the con-

gealing of our institutional life, the decrease of moral enterprise, and the

growth of disproportionate power in the hands of large and well-established

organizations. Ultimately, a decrease in group activity results in a growth

of state control and of needless reliance on government to do things we

should do ourselves, through sheer failure of social vitality and a consequent

failure to be effectively experimental and progressive. Such an outcome is

a subtle and virtually unperccived victory for the enemies of our way of

life. For it constitutes a sapping of the strength of that way and slowly but

surely diminishes its appeal.

An avoidance of such harm and a positive reinforcing of our valued

tradition need not prove difficult. It might be desirable to have listings

of subversive organizations established by a commission of the sort pre-

viously suggested rather than by administrative agencies or congressional

committees. The resultant gains in confidence and the insurance against

political and governmental abuse would be real. Indeed, commissions of

public-spirited citizens might well be created at national, state, and local

levels. They should cooperate closely with official agencies. But they should

not be dominated by them, though they might use and rely on their ad-

ministrative know-how. Their function would be to collect evidence of

Communist establishment, control, or attempted control of organizations.

They should give full publicity to their findings. Then the listing of

such organizations should be taken as an alerting of citizens interested in

their professed purposes to join and themselves to capture control. The

innocent should not leave, and membership should not constitute a threat

to social standing or economic security. We ourselves must "bore from

within" by proper use of democratic rights and techniques, as minutemen

on behalf of American social mores and of the democratic way of life.

Manifestly, the success of such undertakings would depend on support,

participation, and leadership by men of position noted for their integrity;

and it would be imperative to insure against dominance by heresy-hunting
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busybodies, who could turn a program for defending both individual and

group rights and the safety of society into a direct attack on the one, and

an indirect undermining of the other.

Should Communist-controlled organizations refuse membership or ad-

mission.to meetings to persons qualified by interest, there and then those

facts would become proper matters for publicity by the same commissions.

Denial by organizations of the use of the techniques of democracy would

likewise be publicized, with a resultant destruction of the effectiveness of

such organizations for antidemocratic ends. The practice of group life

would be protected and its vitality increased. A positive confidence rather

than a negative fear and heresy-hunting would ensue. Men's rights would

be protected, not abridged. The whole life of our social order would profit

from a genuine exercise of that vigilance which is the price of liberty against

both usurping government and the enemies of society. Fear would be

diminished, negativism overcome. Liberal and conservative would be

united against the real enemy, where at present their divisions redound to

his profit.
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The safeguarding of rights at home and the promotion of their attain-

ment and security abroad are central interests of our national society. The
constitutional maintenance of rights depends on public acceptance of the

necessity for reasonable and peaceful procedures and of the duty to follow

them. In the conduct of public and social affairs, we must not emplov

arbitrary power or private force, nor endorse their use by others.

In our search to ensure requisite loyalty, we must indeed redefine the

conditions of public and private employment and the grounds for dismissal

from each. We must use suitable and responsible bodies to determine

loyalty and to eliminate the disloyal. In private employment, we must rely

largely on cooperation between employees and unions, who have generally

an excellent record in this matter, for necessary prevention and policing. In

the vital area of research and teaching, we must reexamine the meaning

and limits of academic freedom and the duties of the intellectual. Again, we

must place primary reliance on collective professional discipline and must,

wherever possible, rely on responsible self-government within the group to

maintain general rights and proper functional privileges and to combat

destructive and unprincipled abuse.

The detailed extension and application to these areas of the principle

and limits of rights, and of the use and development for public purposes

of group self-government and private responsibility and participation, re-

quires, it is true, further examination, especially by those most involved.

But the general approach has already been indicated. The fundamental

necessity is to strengthen the social, as against the narrowly political, nation.

To that end, institutional inventiveness is necessary: we must discover tech-

niques, both within associations and for relating citizens and citizen groups

to government, whereby concern for rights and their protection may express

itself effectively in action and those who seek to abuse rights may be

brought to book. The creation of such social machinery is not, however,

5°
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difficult, once given clarity as to our purposes and a conviction that, as re-

sponsible persons, we have a positive role to play in the protection of our

democratic order. In particular, we need to become more aware of public

obligations of professions and callings, and to create, develop, and enforce

what might be called their own constitutional law, founded on their func-

tions and on their obligations to American society.

In any event, a clarification of the American position based on an

aggressive defense and positive promotion of the lasting value of freedom

would provide a basis for infectious appeal abroad through demonstrated

self-confidence at home. For we would stand revealed as committed to the

fearless promotion of the rights implied in our own system. It would be

clear to others that we suffered no inner confusion or uncertainty in our

basic attachments and were not in doubt as to what constituted proper

defenses of our values, within or without.

The Russian leaders and their supporters here and in other lands would,

of course, continue to denounce us for abridging rights. They would con-

tinue insistently to proclaim in their propaganda that we were a reactionary

capitalist nation which persecuted the friends and leaders of the proletariat.

Our stand would indeed encourage them to urge that their prediction that

in crisis our bourgeois society would be driven to overt repression had now
been fully justified and demonstrated. But we are already the targets of

propaganda which hurls at us the accusation of infidelity to our professed

principles. Moreover, our present confused efforts at institutional self-

protection make the accusation plausible. They give many of us a sense

of guilt. They drive us to the weak position that the pitch-black pot is

calling the gray-white kettle black. They deprive us of a well-grounded

basis for a positive propaganda of our own, which is not merely counter-

propaganda by indictments of Soviet Communism. And they increasingly

create critical skepticism as to the genuineness of our professed devotion

to the values of democratic liberty even among our best allies and closest

neighbors.

It is therefore vital to be clear as to what we are doing, to admit fearlessly

and confidently our justified self-protection, and to insist that we have

established and are using criteria for the separation of the sheep from the

goats. We must demonstrate that we are thereby willing and able to avoid

abridgments of true rights. We must show that clarification of our position

and principles involves an advance toward a more effective democratic

culture, not a lessening of democratic freedom. We must make clear that

we have removed any legitimate ground for the accusation, by Communists

or by others, that we are from fear compromising with our own principles
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and so betraying them. Real gains in our own enlightenment and self-

consciousness will thereby increase, rather than decrease, our effective

power in the current ideological world conflict. To that end, we must also

fearlessly insist that the Soviet Communist position, and indeed all posi-

tions which espouse and promote violent overthrow of constitutional gov-

ernment, have no standing in the court of democratic and humanistic

morals. Any plea that we should tolerantly protect and further the efforts

of our would-be assassins and gravediggers and supinely surrender the right

to use public force for the protection of free society is at once insolent and

hypocritically confuses the issues.

That other regimes, bedeviled by far larger numbers of Communists

than we have ever known, have variously tolerated them or been forced to

accept Communist parties as the chief parliamentary opposition, and even

as participants in government, is not a relevant objection to our own

principled redefinition of rights. Stress on the paucity of Communists and

appeals for a decent self-confidence based on consciousness of both our

strength and our moral position have pointed justification as criticisms of

hysteria and of consequent ill-considered abridgment of rights, and of

indiscriminate attacks on their proper beneficiaries. But, because other

nations have Communist parties which they find it inexpedient or

practically impossible to outlaw, it does not follow that we should protect

with the full mantle of rights those devoted to our destruction. Here their

small numbers and slight influence make another course possible without

the danger of immediate revolt or of widespread strike. We are not driven

by force majeure to confuse expediency and principle. To refuse to follow

principle when no expediency prohibits is surely to risk a situation where

the growth of Communist power may drive us either to compromise or to

the arbitrament of force. By firmness now we may avoid that choice later.

For the expediencies currently illustrated in France and Italy are surely

misfortunes. They are the consequence on the one hand of lack of clear

initial commitment to principle and on the other of a failure to secure

effective social reform and a well-functioning democracy. Indeed, the real

inference to be drawn from European experience derives rather from the

recent courageous stand of the French government in opposition to Com-

munists. Despite dangers of disorder and possible defeat, such as we have

never confronted, it has taken a positive position on the limits of rights

and on the duty of a democratic government to maintain and protect

itself. It has refused to be cowed or to grant concessions under threat of

strike; it has insisted that laws will be enforced by the full police powers at

its command against disturbers of the peace, and that it will not permit
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illegal incitement to subversion, whether by word or deed, under the guise

of political campaigning or the exercise of civil rights.

The respective experiences of France and England with Communist

scientists- also give no great warrant for an easy tolerance. The cultural con-

ditions prevalent in those countries, so different from our own, have no

doubt allowed some distinguished scientists, as well as the Red Dean,

Hewlett Johnson, either to belong to the party or to be fellow-travelers

without any commitment to violence or revolution, and even on con-

fused grounds of pacifistic aspiration. Such adherence, which has certainly

darkened counsel, and has invited, if not encouraged, treason by others less

honorable in motive or more clouded in mind, has been facilitated by the

legality of the party and by a logical unwillingness then to proclaim guilt

by membership or by association. Although in Great Britain there exist

statutes prohibiting the kinds of acts which legality of the Communist

party permits in the United States, and although generally in Britain there

has been noticeably less difficulty over the problem of subversive activities,

the thesis presented here applies with equal force to that country.

Regardless of whether we do or do not permit Communists to enjoy the

protective coloration of democratic institutions as they bore from within,

we are unlikely to win the favor and the good will of Communists abroad,

even were we to desire it, which there seems little reason for us to do.

We shall not benefit from an honest presentation to them of our case or of

the actual conditions prevalent in the United States. We shall not change

their attitudes and ambitions in their own countries. But a positive and

clear definition and practice of democratic principle on our part can

strengthen the hand of other free governments in appealing to their own

people and in dealing with their own Communists, even though they may

find it at present impossible to deny to the latter status as a party.

From the position here suggested, we should also gain clarity for policy

in dealing with totalitarian regimes other than Russia and its satellites,

whether Tito's Jugoslavia, Spain, or Argentina, to mention only the more

conspicuous. For, while we should not refuse them, as we could not refuse

them, the right of self-interested resistance to Soviet Communism, we

should in no sense endorse them, nor regard them as allies in the democratic

cause. Any aid we gave them, and any support in the immediate struggle we

accepted from them, would be based on a chance consonance of respective

interests. In the course of our expedient collaboration, we would do every-

thing in our power to avoid strengthening those regimes needlessly. We
would take pains not to discourage internal movements directed to their

overthrow. We would insistently proclaim the desirability of radical change,
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and \vc would thereby reveal to the world in general, and to our democratic

allies in particular, our proper, as against an improper, adherence to our

revolutionary heritage and origin.

We could expect no enthusiasm for our cause, and no lasting commit-

ment to it, on the part of totalitarian regimes temporarily and by chance

on our side. Each party would collaborate from self-interests that for the

moment coincided and so appeared to constitute a collective interest. On
our part, at least, we would recognize that the common cause was super-

ficial, and wc would not expect lasting harmonv. We would, indeed, con-

front the possibility of ultimate armed conflict, and the certainty of lasting

moral struggle, unless they repented and reformed. We would not antici-

pate such a change of heart, even though we would encourage and welcome

it. Wc would be aware that under threat of immediate disaster evil-doers

and honest men may, and often do, act together. They do not thereby

abandon their ultimate opposition, though on occasion the active assertion

of common humanity may lead to repentance and conversion by the

criminal. Such a change is unfortunately less probable, though not im-

possible, in the case of rulers. In any event, we would avoid the self-delusion

that a temporary shared interest meant a lasting common cause. We would

not fall into the errors, develop the false expectations, and suffer the

exaggerated disappointments that muddled our thinking and marred our

policies in relation to the Soviet Union during and after World War II.

We would have a basis for distinction between genuine allies who
generally shared our moral position and our view of social life, and those

who, while temporarily on our side, and inadvertently our collaborators,

were in principle our irreconcilable opponents. Resultant differences in

treatment would eliminate just complaints by the former that we lacked dis-

crimination and treated our fellow-workers and our confessed opponents as

one. We could not be accused of a cynical or calculating realism worthy

of totalitarians, whereby we reduced ourselves to their moral level. A con-

spicuous difference in our attitude and assistance to real friends and to

actual foes who are fellow-travelers of the moment would strengthen the

collective morale of the democratic world. It would generate power in

support of our cause and would provide an inspiring justification of our

leadership. Given the interests of anti-Soviet totalitarian powers, our stand

would not fundamentally weaken their opposition and resistance to Russia,

though it might make conspicuous the ultimate hopelessness of their

positive position and aims vis-a-vis ourselves, their democratic neighbors,

and the body of their own repressed people. In any event, our course would

be one of genuine realistic expediency informed by principle, rather than
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the shallow realism of power politics and amoralistic national interest.

Clarity as to the nature and limits of democratic rights would also

clarify our own attitude towards the Russian people. It might also force

the Soviet regime, despite its wishes, to a more accurate depiction of our

position. That regime would denounce us for refusing tolerance to Com-

munists in our own land. It would condemn our convinced stand that

organization for revolution was unwarranted under constitutional demo-

cratic government, even though it was conducted in the name of the

proletariat and in supposed opposition to capitalist oppression. Manifestly

our case would not be fairly presented nor our institutions correctly de-

picted. But our opposition to their regime and their values would be clear

and coherent. We should no longer appear as a nation which, while

professing democracy and permitting the Communist party to function as a

party, persecuted Communist leaders at home and allied itself with totali-

tarian regimes abroad. It would be less easy to depict us as engaged in a

seemingly unprincipled power crusade against the Soviet Union.

Yet our enmity to Communism would be clear and unsullied. There

would be no question of possible appeasement through blurring or

abandonment of our own positive principles. Immediately, tensions might

be increased. But, though we would be represented as the consistently

immoral enemy, the moral basis of democratic disapproval of the Soviet

regime would become manifest. Our own propaganda in the ideological war

would itself be confident and unambiguous. Our spokesmen would be in

a better position effectively to develop and exploit real discontents within

Russia, where at least a minority might come to suspect that the issues

were somewhat other than they had previously been led to believe.

We could not expect any speedy or easy revolt against the present rulers

as a consequence. Nor could we decently blame its people for failure of

courage, or for the presence of national loyalty. But, once given a proper

formulation of our own principles, we might avoid the misguided view that

the Russian people were inherently vicious because they are not of our per-

suasion and the equally misleading self-delusion that they were really

democrats after our pattern and totally opposed to their oppressive and

totalitarian dictatorship. The magnitude and difficulty of our task and of

their conversion would alike be clear. But the root issue of principle would

be manifest. Our morale, being solidly grounded, would sustain confidence

in a vital but hard cause. We should, moreover, encourage desertions from

Russia and its satellites with greater forcefulness than at present.

Likewise, we should avoid doubts as to the propriety and grounds of

granting asylum to those who fled from Communist countries. In any
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future war area, we should feci more confident in our refusal to return

prisoners of war than we did initially in Korea, wherever they were in fact

deserters from conviction and had no desire for repatriation. For our laws

of war, as of peace, rest ultimately on a genuine moral consensus. They

arc not grounded in temporary expediency and mutual convenience alone.

In our legal philosophy, the person is ultimate. He is no mere creature

of the state nor cipher and tool for the use of its government. Our
principled refusal on any occasion to return unwilling Communist subjects

might indeed lead to reprisals against our own citizens who fell into Com-
munist Jhands. We would be tempted from an allowable preference in

favor of our kith and kin to sacrifice even involuntary enemies on their be-

half. But we should perceive that the integrity of our fellow citizens,

and the view of life we share with them, made the saving of them at the

cost of other lives and of our own principles of life unavailable to us.

A clear and consistent stand on our part, and fortitude in its maintenance,

rest on an initial awareness of the nature and limits of the rights implied

by constitutional democratic government. The making of internal policy

and the conduct of internal politics on a sound doctrine of rights arc the

fundamental national interest. From that doctrine follow our stand in the

world, our leadership of the democratic nations, our defense and promotion

of the Western universal ethic, and our formulation and implementation

of America's interest as international.

Our definition of the scope of rights at home and the whole of our

domestic policy as a means to secure and further them are the very bases

of a sound and effective foreign policy, of leadership of the free world, of a

frowning on dictatorship in general, and of convincedly intransigent oppo-

sition to present-day Soviet Communism wherever found. For we are a

nation devoted to the defense and furtherance of a social order that gives

maximum fulfillment to man as citizen, and liberty to man as person.

On behalf of that order, granted all our inescapable failures to realize it

fully, and with full awareness that other peoples in other places may pursue

it with different means, we claim a universal validity. We hold that its

basic doctrine is fundamental to the effective pursuit in our time of the

good life. From that conviction, we deduce the scope and limitation of

rights at home, select those who are our own fellow-travelers abroad, and

determine who are our ultimately unappeasable enemies, on principle never

to be appeased for momentary gains. Thereby, too, we secure the power

of constitutional government in our own land, and throughout the free

world generate principled power, which can be effectively harnessed in

service to a common cause and in combating its common enemy.
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